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物理複製不能関数における安全性の評価と向上に関する研究

山本大

論文概要

本論文は，物理複製不能関数（ＰＵＦ）を用いた「半導体チップ認証」に注目し，その安全

性の評価と向上を行う．チップに搭載されたＰＵＦは，チップ固有の値を生成する．ＰＵＦを

用いた認証方式は（Ａ）複数の固有値に基づき，ＰＵＦ単体で認証する方式，（Ｂ）単一の固

有値に基づき，暗号関数との組み合わせで認証する方式がある．

本論文では，まず（Ａ）方式に注目する．（Ａ）方式の実現には，複数の固有値をもつＰＵＦ

が必要であり，アービターＰＵＦはその有力な候補である．しかし，これまでの研究により，

アービターＰＵＦは複数の固有値間の相関性を考慮すると，未知の固有値を予測可能となる脆

弱性が知られている．そこで（Ａ）方式の安全な構築に向け，新たなＰＵＦとしてＢＲ‐ＰＵ

Ｆに注目する．ＢＲ‐ＰＵＦは固有値の予測が困難であると提案者らによって主張されている

が，実験的な評価はこれまでになされていない．そこで本論文では，ＢＲ‐ＰＵＦにおける固

有値の予測可能性を実験的に評価する．実験を通して，ＢＲ‐ＰＵＦは（Ａ）方式を安全に構

築するのに適していないことを実証する．現状では，各種ＰＵＦの安全性評価が十分な状況と

はいえず，（Ａ）方式を安全に構築するのに最適なＰＵＦを今後も模索していく必要がある．

次に，（Ｂ）方式に注目する．ＰＵＦの固有値は，温度や電圧等の環境変動が原因となり，固

有値における一部ビットが不安定となる．認証を行うには安定したビットのみを用いる必要が

あるため，固有値から抽出できる情報量は減少する．結果的に（Ｂ）方式の安全性が低下する

問題がある．そこで本論文では，不安定なビットを有効活用することで，固有値から抽出でき

る情報量を増加させる手法を提案する．本手法に基づき，（Ｂ）方式の安全性を向上させるＰ

ＵＦ構築手法を確立し，実験的に本手法の有効性を実証する．

最後に得られた知見を体系化し，ＰＵＦ技術の新たな応用について言及する．
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SECURITY EVALUATION AND IMPROVEMENT OF
PHYSICALLY UNCLONABLE FUNCTIONS

DAI YAMAMOTO

ABSTRACT

In this thesis, we focus on Physically Unclonable Functions (PUFs), which are expected as one

of the most promising cryptographic primitives for secure chip authentication. Generally, PUF-

based authentication is achieved by two approaches: (A) using a PUF itself, which has multiple

challenge (input) and response (output) pairs, or (B) using a cryptographic function, the secret key

of which is generated from a PUF with a single challenge-response pair (CRP). We contribute to:

(1) evaluate the security of Approach (A), and (2) improve the security of Approach (B).

(1) Arbiter-based PUFs were the most feasible type of PUFs, which was used to construct

Approach (A). However, Arbiter-based PUFs have a vulnerability; if an attacker knows some

CRPs, she/he can predict the remaining unknown CRPs with high probability. Bistable Ring

PUF (BR-PUF) was proposed as an alternative, but has not been evaluated by third parties. In

this thesis, in order to construct Approach (A) securely, we evaluate the difficulty of predicting

responses of a BR-PUF experimentally. As a result, the same responses are frequently generated

for two challenges with small Hamming distance. Also, particular bits of challenges have a great

impact on the responses. In conclusion, BR-PUFs are not suitable for achieving Approach (A)

securely. In future work, we should discuss an alternative PUF suitable for secure Approach (A).

(2) In order to achieve Approach (B) securely, a secret key – generated from a PUF response

– should have high entropy. We propose a novel method of extracting high entropy from PUF

responses. The core idea is to effectively utilize the information on the proportion of ‘1’s including

in repeatedly-measured PUF responses. We evaluate its effectiveness by fabricated test chips. As

a result, the extracted entropy is about 1.72 times as large as that without the proposed method.

Finally, we organize newly gained knowledge in this thesis, and discuss a new application of

PUF-based technologies.

– ix –
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Research Background

Recently, the concept of the Internet of Things (IoT) [2], or sometimes called the Internet of Ev-

erything (IoE), has been widely spread. Various IoT devices such as vehicles, home appliances,

medical devices and sensing devices are connected to the Internet. A lot of the information col-

lected by such IoT devices is expected to provide us a lot of new services and products in the field

of industry, education, healthcare, transportation, agriculture and energy. For example, location

data from vehicles are useful for mitigating traffic congestion, or sensing data from bridges or

tunnels contribute for preventing their breakdown caused by aging degradation. IoT market is

estimated to be worth 3.04 trillion dollars and 30 billion things will be connected in 2020 [57].

In the concept of IoT, all such IoT devices should be genuine and work without malicious intent.

Unfortunately, counterfeiting IoT devices are possible to be manufactured. Some of them may be

controlled by attackers (e.g., work as spy devices), aiming to perform malicious behavior such as

spoofing, tampering and information disclosure. These counterfeits could be included in services

and products based on the concept of IoT, which causes serious security problems. For example,

counterfeit sensors may intentionally overlook the degradation of social infrastructure, which may

lead to its breakdown. The same applies not only for IoT devices but also for their components,

e.g., Integrated Circuit (IC) chips. We can imagine accident risks if such counterfeit and malicious

components are embedded in IoT devices such as vehicles or medical devices.
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Authentication Server
(Verifier)

Assumption:
Verifier and Prover secretly 
share the same function f 

1. Generates a random challenge C, 
and sends it to Prover

3. Generates response R
R = f (C)

4. Check R = R’
if R = R’, then Authentication Success

IoT Device
(Prover)

C

2. Generates response R’ 
R’ = f (C), 
and sends it back to Verifier

R
?

f

C

R’

f

Figure. 1.1 Concept of authentication system:R= f (C).

Authentication of IoT Devices

Based on this background, it is quite important to authenticate IoT devices. In the following, we

discuss a common authentication system, in which an authentication server (verifier) authenticates

an IoT device (prover), as shown in Fig. 1.1. It is assumed that the verifier and prover are

connected with each other via network, and both of them have the same functionf . In STEP 1,

the verifier generates a random number, i.e., challengeC, and sends it to the prover. InSTEP

2, the prover calculates responseR′ by inputting the receivedC into f , which is expressed by

R′ = f (C). Then, the prover sendsR′ back to the verifier. InSTEP 3, the verifier also calculates

its own responseR according toR = f (C). In STEP 4, if R is equal toR′, the authentication

is successful since the verifier recognizes that the prover has the same functionf . The root of

security is that only the verifier and prover secretly share the same functionf , i.e., any other third

parties do not have the functionf . If an attacker know the specification of the functionf in some

way, this authentication system will be broken since the attacker can calculate correctR’s for any

C’s.
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C

R

encsk
fNVM

Physical Attacks: 
accessible to the inside of f

Theoretical Attacks: 
accessible from outside of f

Figure. 1.2 Common structure off : R= enc(C, sk).

How can we construct this functionf ? In order to prevent attackers knowing its specification,

f is generally constructed by using a secret keysk and cryptographic functionenc, as shown in

Fig. 1.2. The challengeC, responseR and secret keyskcorrespond to a plaintext, ciphertext and

key for enc, respectively, and their relation is expressed byR = enc(C, sk). The cryptographic

functionencshould be based on a secure cryptographic algorithm such as Advanced Encryption

Standard (AES) [51]. Generally, the specification of such cryptographic algorithm is public. The

root of security is, therefore, that only the verifier and prover secretly share the same secret key

sk. The functionf can be implemented as software or hardware on an IC chip inside IoT devices.

Threat against the secret key sk

We assume an attacker who wants to counterfeit the IC chip. The goal of the attacker is to reveal

the secret keysk; the functionality of the functionf in the IC chip. The attacker has two possible

methods for achieving this purpose: theoretical attack or physical attack. In the following, we

focus on these two threat againstsk.

Theoretical attack is defined, in this thesis, to predict the secret keysk on the assumption

that an attacker knows some challenge-response pairs (CRPs) off . In other words, the attacker

can access only CRPs from outside off , and cannot access the inside off . If an attacker can

predict correct responses for any challenges by reference to some known CRPs, this means that
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this attacker can emulate the functionality off . This prediction could be achieved by cryptanal-

ysis methods such as differential crypt analysis [7] and linear crypt analysis [45]. These methods

enable the attacker to revealsk inside of f , according to some known CRPs. The attacker who

knows correctsk can emulate the functionality off . Therefore, it is required forenc to gener-

ate unpredictable and non-biased responses even if some CRPs are known to the attacker. The

above-mentioned prediction is considered to be prevented by time constraints, if the following

two conditions are satisfied:

Requirement (i) The secure cryptographic algorithm (e.g., AES) is used forenc,

Requirement (ii) The entropy ofsk is sufficiently high.

Physical attack is performed against an IC chip itself, on which the functionf is actually

implemented. An attacker is assumed to be able to access the inside off directly. In order to

reveal the functionality off , the attacker needs to identify the value of the secret keysk. Recently,

various kinds of physical attacks have emerged and been developed to reveal the secret keys

stored in the IC chip. Figure 1.3 shows these physical attacks, which are first classified into two

categories: dynamic attack and static attack. In the dynamic and static attacks, the IC chip is

operated in power-on and power-off state, respectively. First, we focus ondynamic attack, which

is classified into three categories: invasive attack, non-invasive attack and semi-invasive attack.

As mentioned later, fortunately, various countermeasures against these dynamic attacks have been

proposed until now.

1. Invasive attack is based on an assumption that attackers can access the internal of IC chips

directly. For example, invasive attacks include drilling a hole in the IC chip with a Focused

Ion Beam (FIB) based on real-time images obtained from a Scanning Electron Microscope

(SEM), etc., and then using a microprobe to read signal pluses on targeted memory or

wire. Hence we need to use techniques to prevent such invasive attacks, e.g., active shield-

ing techniques [29]. Active shield is a mesh-shaped wire-based circuit covering an IC chip.

If the active shields detect some intrusion into the chip (e.g., cutting or modifying the wire-

based circuit), the IC chip will be forced to shut down and never powers on. However,

shield rerouting attackwas proposed as an attack method for this active shield [12]. This
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Physical Attacks 
(Revealing Secret Keys)

Dynamic Attacks
(Power-on State)

Invasive Attacks
- Using FIB, Microprobe

Non-Invasive Attacks
- Side Channel Analysis using:
• Power Consumption
• Electromagnetic Radiation
• Photonic Emission

Semi-Invasive Attacks
- Fault Analysis using:
• Laser Beam
• Irregular Voltage or Temperature
• Fluctuated Clock

Static Attacks
(Power-off State) Reverse Engineering

- Microscopy using:
• Optical Microscope
• Electron Microscope (e.g., SEM)
• Scanning Probe Microscopy (e.g., AFM)

Figure. 1.3 Various physical attacks to reveal secret keys.

attack enables attackers to make unprotected field by shortening the active shield circuit.

Countermeasures against this attack have been proposed, such as more geometrically com-

plicated active shield with randomized-topology wire [12], or more logically complicated

shield using a block cipher [15]. Other techniques to prevent invasive attacks include not

only active shield, but also a passive shield, bus static or dynamic scrambling/encryption,

and mixing layout of functional blocks (e.g., Random Access Memory (RAM), a Read

Only Memory (ROM), register, and logic) [70].

2. Non-invasive attackis based on an assumption that attackers obtain some leakage infor-

mation related to the secret keyskfrom outside of IC chips. One of the typical non-invasive

attacks is side channel analysis such as power analysis [30], electromagnetic analysis [20]

or photonic emission analysis [59]. This side channel analysis enables attackers to identify

the secret key by using the leakage information of power consumption, electromagnetic

leakages or photonic emission. These various kinds of information are leaked from the

IC chips, and easily obtained by a commercially-available oscilloscope. To prevent side

channel analysis, we have to implement the cryptographic functionencby usingmasking
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(randomization) techniques carefully, while keeping the specification ofenc. We can also

usehiding techniques of applying jamming noise or continuously changing the timing of

the information leakage. These techniques decrease the correlation between secret keys

and the leaked information.

3. Semi-invasive attackhas characteristics of both invasive attacks and non-invasive attacks.

Some of the most typical attacks in this category include fault analysis such as Differential

Fault Analysis (DFA) [8] (original concept was proposed in [10]) and Fault Sensitivity

Analysis (FSA) [36]. DFA and FSA enable attackers to predict secret keys by using faulty

ciphertexts and faulty behavior from IC chips, respectively. Attackers can obtain such

faulty information by applying external stimuli to IC chips. These external stimuli include

laser beam to targeted memory or wire, irregular supply voltage, high/low environmental

temperature or fluctuated clock signals, etc. To prevent such fault attacks, IC chips should

detect external stimuli and prevent faulty data outputting, or the cryptographic functionenc

should be implemented by the randomization techniques.

Next, we focus onstatic attack, in which reverse engineeringis one of the most common

ways to reveal the secret keysk. Generally,sk is stored in various kinds of Non-Volatile Memory

(NVM) such as Mask ROM，Electrically Erasable Programmable Read Only Memory (EEPROM)

and flash memory (flash EEPROM). However, some researchers have reported that the stored

data in these non-volatile memories are possible to be read by using appropriate microscopes, as

mentioned below.

Mask ROM is classified into two types according to its data retaining mechanism; one utilizes

the difference of physical structures, i.e., existence of physical components such as transistors

or wires, or the other utilizes the difference of threshold voltages in a pair of transistors, either of

which is biased by ion implantation. In the former type of Mask ROM, storing data 0/1 correspond

to the presence of the physical components. Therefore, it can be observed from its mask pattern,

which is obtained through a process that IC chip is mechanically or chemically polished and

afterwards observed by an optical microscope (see Fig. 5 in [31]). In the latter, there is no visual

difference between cells storing 0 and 1. However, dopant-selective chemical staining techniques

make the storing data visible clearly (see Fig. 6 in [31]).
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A memory cell of EEPROM and Flash EEPROM stores bit information according to the pres-

ence of a charge in its floating gate. This charge existence can be also observed by using Atomic

Force Microscopy (AFM) based techniques (see Fig. 9 in [50]).

From the above discussion, unfortunately, there was no fundamental solution against the

microscopy-based reverse engineering to non-volatile memories storingsk.

Physically Unclonable Function

Physically Unclonable Function (PUF) has been proposed as a novel technique to prevent such

reverse engineering [52]. A PUF implemented on an IC chip (known asSilicon PUF) is a function

which has single input (i.e., challengeCp) and single output (i.e., responseRp). The relation

between challenges and responses is determined based on physical properties of the IC chip, e.g.,

wire delay, gate delay and gate drive capability, etc. For example, even if we fabricate a pair of

wires with the same length or a pair of the same kind of logic elements, ones of the pairs are

slightly different from the others in terms of their physical properties. PUF is a special circuit to

amplify this difference of physical properties, therefore, can generate a unique response, i.e., 0 or

1. On the other hand, physical structure of PUFs such as wire length or the kind of logic element is

completely identical, the value of response cannot be predicted from its mask pattern obtained by

an optical microscope (superior to Mask ROM). Furthermore, attackers cannot accurately measure

the physical properties of all components in a PUF through the static analysis: reverse engineering.

This is the reason why PUFs have the tolerance to reverse engineering.

There are two approaches to construct the functionf using a PUF: In Approach (A), the func-

tion f is constructed using a PUF itself, which is expressed byR= fPUF(C), as shown in Fig. 1.4

(A). The subscript of PUF means that it is constructed by a PUF. In Approach (A), PUFs should

have a large number of CRPs. In Approach (B), the functionf consists ofsk andencsimilar to

Fig. 1.2, whilesk is generated from a PUF, as shown in Fig. 1.4 (B). The functionf is expressed

by R= enc(C, skPUF), whereskPUF means thatsk is generated from a PUF (Rp). In Approach (B),

PUFs should have only a limited number of CRPs. In the following, outputs off and a PUF are

defined as mere “response” (R) and “PUF response” (Rp), respectively.
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C (= CP)

f
fPUF

PUF

R (= RP)

Approach (A):R= fPUF(C).

C

R

encskPUF

fPUF

Approach (B):R= enc(C, skPUF).

Figure. 1.4 PUF-based structures off .

1.2 Motivation and Contributions of This Thesis

In this thesis, we focus on the aforementioned two approaches: Approach (A) and (B). The main

contributions in this thesis consist of two parts. First, we evaluate the security of Approach (A)

and conclude that the use of a kind of PUF improves the tolerance off to reverse engineering,

however, causes a new vulnerability to the theoretical attack; CRPs can be accurately predicted

by using some known CRPs, according to our experimental results using Field-Programmable

Gate Array (FPGA) chips. Second, we also discuss the security of Approach (B) and indicate

the problem that the difficulty of predicting CRPs decreases, while we propose a novel method of

improving the security of Approach (B). The outline is organized as follows.

Security Evaluation of Approach (A): First Contribution

In Approach (A), we assume that the functionf is constructed only by a PUF, the number of

CRPs of which is exponential to the bit length of challenges (categorized asStrong PUFin [21]).

We discuss the tolerance of Approach (A) to the aforementioned physical and theoretical attacks.
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The physical attacks, especially microscopy-based reverse engineering to reveal the secret key in

f , are impossible sincef is constructed based on a Strong PUF itself. Therefore, if we realize a

secure instance of Strong PUF against theoretical attacks, we can construct Approach (A) securely.

Arbiter PUF [35] was considered to be the most promising candidate of secure Strong PUFs. The

theoretical attacks were believed to be difficult because Strong PUFs generate multiple CRPs,

production rules of which are very complicated due to physical properties of the IC chip.

However, R̈uhrmair et al. [58] reported that the vulnerability to the theoretical attack was

present in Arbiter PUFs. In their attack scenario using machine learning algorithms, if an attacker

obtains thousands of CRPs from an Arbiter PUF, almost all of the remaining unknown CRPs of

the PUF are predictable with the high probability of 0.99. This means that an Arbiter PUF has cor-

relation between CRPs, which enable attackers to emulate the functionality off , i.e., counterfeit

the functionf based on the Arbiter PUF.

Chen et al. proposed Bistable Ring PUF (BR-PUF) as an alternative candidate of a secure

Strong PUF [13]. They claimed that BR-PUF has the strong resistance against response prediction

because of its complex structure and non-linear behavior. For the verification of this resistance, we

consider that the correlation among CRPs should be evaluated experimentally. This evaluation,

unfortunately, has not been performed by third-party researchers yet.

The first contribution of this thesis is that we perform a first third-party security evaluation for

BR-PUFs implemented on FPGAs. The machine-learning-based attack is the first option since

this is very effective for the CRP prediction, while is not suitable as a method of identifying

the reason of the CRP prediction. Hence we evaluate BR-PUFs using two analytical methods:

the predictability tests based onHamming distance(HD) andconditional probability, proposed

by Majzoobi et al. [44]. In this thesis, we extend these two analytical methods to differential

PUF analysis and linear PUF analysis, respectively. Both can be associated with well-known

cryptanalysis methods: differential crypt analysis [7] and linear crypt analysis [45], respectively.

The differential PUF (crypt) analysis focuses on how differences in the challenge (plaintext) lead

to differences in the response (ciphertext). The linear PUF (crypt) analysis is based on the idea that

the response (ciphertext) is linearly approximated by particular bits of the challenge (plaintext).

A truly secure PUF can generate non-biased responses under differential and linear PUF analysis.
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Through our experiments using FPGAs, we demonstrate that BR-PUFs have two types of corre-

lations between challenges and responses, which may cause the easy prediction of PUF responses.

First, through differential PUF analysis, the same responses are frequently generated for two chal-

lenges with small Hamming distance. A number of randomly-generated challenges and their

variants with Hamming distance of one generate the same responses with the probability of 0.88,

much larger than 0.5 in secure Strong PUFs. Second, through linear PUF analysis, particular

bits of challenges in BR-PUFs have a great impact on the responses. The value of responses be-

comes ‘1’ with the high probability of 0.71 (> 0.5) when just particular 5 bits of 64-bit random

challenges are forced to be zero or one. Our case study supports that BR-PUFs have undesirable

performance in the differential and linear evaluations; BR-PUFs have some biased CRPs, which

helps an attacker to predict the responses.

In conclusion, BR-PUFs are not suitable as a candidate of secure Strong PUFs for the function

f . As mentioned before, Arbiter PUFs also have the vulnerability to the theoretical attack. There-

fore, currently there seems no secure instance of Strong PUFs which have tolerance to theoretical

attacks. However, many other kinds of conventional PUFs are candidates of secure Strong PUFs

because they have not been sufficiently evaluated in terms of their tolerance to theoretical attacks,

as far as we know. In order to construct Approach (A) securely, we should continue to pursue a

secure instance of Strong PUFs in future work.

Security Improvement of Approach (B): Second Contribution

In Approach (B), the functionf is constructed by a cryptographic functionenc, and its input

key sk, which is generated from PUF responses. In contrast of Approach (A), we need only a

limited number of PUF responses for generation ofsk. For example, 128 CRPs are enough to

generate 128-bitsk. Furthermore, PUF responses are not accessible from the outside off , an

attacker cannot directly predict the PUF responses by the same attacks used in Approach (A),

i.e., predicting unknown CRPs of a PUF using some known CRPs. Therefore, the theoretical

attack against Approach (A) cannot be applied to Approach (B). For these reasons, we consider

that Arbiter PUFs and BR-PUFs can be securely used to generate secret keys in Approach (B).

However, we assume that the keysk is generated from an instance ofWeak PUFdefined in [21],
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the number of CRPs of which is quite limited. Especially, we focus on Latch-based PUF (LPUF)

as an instance of Weak PUF because LPUF is suitable for an IC chip with limited hardware

resources due to its low cost per bit.

We discuss the tolerance of Approach (B) to the aforementioned physical and theoretical at-

tacks. The physical attacks, including microscopy-based reverse engineering, are quite difficult

sincesk is constructed based on a PUF. The theoretical attacks, i.e., predicting CRPs off , are

also difficult within an acceptable time period under the following two conditions: (i)encis con-

structed based on a secure cryptographic algorithm, and (ii) the entropy ofsk is sufficiently high.

Now, we focus on the second condition. Thesk is generated from PUF responses, the entropy of

which is higher if factory-manufactured PUFs can generate larger pattern (i.e.,variety) of PUF

responses. For example, a full-entropy 256-bit PUF response makes more difficult for attackers to

predict CRPs than a 128-bit PUF response.

However, there is a problem that the entropy of PUF responses could be reduced because some

response bits are inconsistent (random) for repeated measurements, which are regarded as un-

necessary for the generation of reliable secret keys. For example, LPUFs withN Reset-Set (RS)

latches generate ideallyN-bit PUF responses, each bit of which corresponds to an output from

each RS latch. The entropy of PUF responses, however, becomes smaller thanN bits, since some

RS latches outputting random outputs (hereinafter called “random latches”) are unnecessary, so

should be eliminated in order to generate PUF responses with high reliability. For example, if

LPUF with 128 RS latches has 64 random latches, the maximum entropy of PUF responses re-

duces from 128 bits to 64 bits. Hence the increase of random latches results in reducing the

entropy of PUF responses. In summary, the following two problems should be considered:

• Less thanN bits of entropy are generated from LPUFs withN RS latches due to random

latches. This low entropy of PUF responses may make it easy for attackers to predictsk,

and CRPs of the functionf .

• If we need a full-entropy 256-bit PUF response, we have to implement extra RS latches,

more than 256 (i.e., spatial solution). However, this spatial solution is not suitable for IoT

devices containing IC chips with limited hardware resources, since we need to make the

area size of RS latches and peripheral circuits as small as possible.
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The second contribution of this thesis is that we propose a novel method of extracting high

entropy from PUF responses by utilizing random latches in an LPUF, which commonly do not

contribute for the entropy of PUF responses. The core idea is to effectively utilize the information

on the proportion of ‘1’s in the random number sequence output from some random latches. For

example, first, anN-bit PUF response is generated from an LPUF withN RS latches. Next, we

obtainm samples of thisN-bit PUF response form-times repeated generation. Here, we focus on

m bits of each PUF response bit, especially corresponding to each random latch. The number of

‘1’s in thesem bits is different from each random latch. In this thesis, we utilize this proportion

information in order to enhance the entropy of PUF responses. This proportion information is

expected to be almost determined during the manufacturing process, therefore, be relatively stable

and reliable once PUFs are manufactured. In contrast to the above-mentioned spatial solution, our

proposed method can be regarded as a temporal solution since we try to extract multi-bit entropy

from an RS latch according to time-domain information, i.e.,m samples ofN-bit PUF response.

We can implement our proposed method by a software approach because an IC chip commonly

consists not only of a co-processor with a PUF circuit, but also a microprocessor, an RAM, an

ROM, etc. This software approach does not need additional hardware resources, but needs a

slight increase in ROM code size. Here, we discuss the resistance of this software approach to

physical attacks; static and dynamic attacks. We assume that output data from RS latches are

stored in the RAM and processed by the microprocessor. This approach has a resistance against

static analysis (reverse engineering), because the information of PUF responses does not exist

in the RAM in power-off state, so it cannot be read even by using microscopes. In contrast, in

power-on state, an attacker could read the RAM data through some dynamic attacks. Therefore,

the IC chip should be protected by some techniques, e.g., active shield, randomization techniques

or sensors, as mentioned before.

We validate the proposed method according to 73 Application Specific Integrated Circuit

(ASIC) chips, each of which has a LPUF with 256 RS latches:

• From LPUFs with 256 RS latches, 379 bits of entropy can be extracted by the proposed

method, which is approximately 1.72 times as large as 220 bits of entropy extracted by a

conventional method of eliminating random latches.
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• In other words, the required number of RS latches for the generation of 256 bits of entropy

is 173 in the proposed method, which is approximately 0.58 times as large as 298 in the

conventional method.

Our case study using manufactured LPUFs supports that the entropy of PUF responses dramat-

ically improves due to the proposed method. PUF responses with high entropy are useful for

high entropy of the secret keysk in the functionf , the responses of which are difficult to be pre-

dicted through theoretical attacks. In conclusion, our proposed method contributes for the security

improvement of Approach (B), in whichsk is generated using PUF responses.

1.3 Towards Future Research Topic

In the previous section, PUFs are assumed to be used for the construction of the functionf ,

which is an authentication part in an IC chip. On the other hand, main features of IC chips

(i.e., IoT devices) are provided by general-purpose part such as audio-video-processing circuit,

communication circuit and cryptographic circuit for message encryption. These circuits are based

on a lot of Intellectual Property (IP) of their designers. Examples of the IP include circuit design

itself, various setting parameters and original algorithms, etc.

Reverse engineering, the same attack againstskon NVMs, also enables an attacker to reveal

the structure and functionality of a circuit (e.g., gate-level netlist) through analyzing its mask

pattern images using microscopes [69]. An attacker obtains the mask pattern images through

de-packaging an IC chip and de-layering individual layers by using grinding machines, corro-

sive chemicals and microscopes. IP leakage to the outside is a big threat to the designers of the

circuits, causing infringement of IP and their counterfeits. The revealed trade secrets enable an

attacker to improve her/his own hardware designs or illegally sell themselves. A countermeasure

against such threat is to use dummy contacts-based camouflage gates [27] [56]. This technique

makes it difficult to identify the functionality of a logic gate according to its mask pattern images.

Consequently, an attacker cannot distinguish an AND gate from an OR gate at top view of the

gates. This countermeasure, however, has not lead to a fundamental solution for the threat. This

is because the camouflaged gates can be identified at side view of them, in principle.
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Social engineeringis also a cause of the IP leakage. In this thesis, social engineering is defined

as a cause of the IP leakage not through physical analysis of IC chips themselves but through a

malicious person or malware, etc. in external untrusted foundries. Recently, fabless manufacturers

of IC chips have been widely spread, and they commonly provide outside fabrication foundries

with mask pattern information. The foundries, however, are not necessarily trusted for the fabless

manufacturers in terms of protection of confidential information. There is a risk that the mask

pattern information can be leaked not only to the outside foundries but also to malicious parties.

The concept of split fabrication has been well-known as a countermeasure against the IP leakage

through such untrusted foundries. Under the split fabrication, a fabless company separates a circuit

diagram into multiple parts, and each part is manufactured in a different foundry. This prevents

each individual foundry from identifying the functionality of the whole circuit.

Hardware Obfuscation using PUF-based Techniques: Third Contribution

In this thesis, we first introduce the concept of a new application based on PUFs, i.e., hardware

obfuscation using our PUF-based technique. We suggest that the PUF-based technique can be

used not only for the construction of an authentication part (e.g., the functionf ), but also for the

obfuscation of the general-purpose parts to prevent reverse engineering. Furthermore, we propose

a novel mechanism to combine the PUF-based technique with the concept of split fabrication.

This mechanism enables us to prevent IP leakage both through reverse engineering against IC

chips themselves and through social engineering via external untrusted foundries.

First, in order to prevent reverse engineering, we propose a novel method of designing a part of

logic circuit by using a PUF-based technique. Our aim is to spread the resistance of PUFs against

reverse engineering over the whole of the circuit. In this proposed method, a PUF is regarded

as a secure memory storing 1-bit response, the value of which is used to conceal the function-

ality of a logic gate, e.g., NAND and XOR, etc. An attacker cannot identify the functionality

of such logic gates, and accordingly the whole circuit diagrams even through microscope-based

reverse engineering. It should be noted that we assume not exactly a PUF, but a special PUF-like

component, response of which is controllable by its manufacture. In this thesis, we define this

component as “Physically Unclonable Circuit (PUC)”, which is different from a common PUF in
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that its response is not generated from its physical property.

Next, to prevent the social engineering, we combine PUCs with the split fabrication. In order

to manufacture a circuit obfuscated by PUCs, a fabless company has to provide external foundries

with all information for its circuit design except the values of PUC responses. IC chips including

the circuit are manufactured in the foundries, while responses of the PUCs are not determined at

this time. The foundries, therefore, cannot identify the functionality of the whole circuit. Finally,

in order to fix the functionality of the whole circuit, trusted foundries or fabless company itself

can determine the responses of PUCs by using small-scale equipment for writing.

Our proposed concept of PUCs is effective in concealing the functionality not only of general-

purpose parts but also of authentication parts in IC chips. As shown in Fig. 1.4 (B), the crypto-

graphic functionencshould be constructed using public algorithms (e.g., AES), the security of

which are always being evaluated by many specialists. For this reason, attackers can easily get the

specifications of the public algorithms, so they do not need to perform the reverse-engineering of

enc, just focus on analyzingsk. In order to increase the cost of physical attacks, the cryptographic

algorithms (e.g., S-box specification) can be modified, keeping their cryptographic security, and

be implemented using PUCs. In this case, the attackers have to identify the functionality ofencin

addition to the value ofsk. In conclusion, our PUC-based technique is also useful to increase the

costs of reverse engineering against authentication parts. In this thesis, we propose the concept of

PUCs, but need to establish a proof of concept in future work.

1.4 Structure of This Thesis

Figure 1.5 shows the structure of this thesis. In Part I, we described the introduction including the

research background, the motivation and the contributions of this thesis. In Part II, we organize

the knowledge of PUFs; properties, applications, requirements and implementations of PUFs.

Further, we describe our original idea proposed in [78], which is the basis of the proposed method

in Part IV. In Part III, we evaluate the security of BR-PUFs according to differential PUF analysis

and linear PUF analysis. In Part IV, we propose a novel method of extracting high entropy from

LPUFs by utilizing random latches, and experimentally evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed
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Figure. 1.5 Structure of this thesis.

method. In Part V, we discuss a future research topic: hardware obfuscation as a new application

of PUF-based techniques. Finally, we conclude this thesis and suggest future research directions

in Part VI.
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Part II

Physically Unclonable Functions





Chapter 2

Properties, Applications,

Requirements and Implementations

of PUFs

2.1 Properties of PUFs

A Physically Unclonable Function (PUF) is a function which has single input (i.e., challenge)

and single output (i.e., response). Generally, physical properties, e.g., wire delay, gate delay and

gate drive capability, are slightly different between each individual IC chip, and even in the same

chip. General-purpose IC chips for mass production need to work identically by minimizing this

difference of physical properties. For example, when we apply a plaintext to some cryptographic

circuits, we obtain the same ciphertexts from them. In contrast, multiple PUFs, implemented on

IC chips, generate unique responses for the same challenge. This is because a PUF works as a

special circuit to amplify the difference of physical properties in IC chips. In spite of these unique

responses, PUFs have a completely identical circuit structure, which makes it quite difficult for

attackers to perform microscopy-based reverse engineering; to identify the value of response by

using PUF layout information (e.g., mask pattern). Further, even if an attacker counterfeits a PUF

on her/his own IC chip by using its layout information revealed through reverse engineering, its re-
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Figure. 2.1 A classification of applications of PUFs.

sponses are completely different from those of an original PUF. This is because physical properties

are completely different between counterfeit and original IC chips. Hence it is difficult to perform

reverse engineering and counterfeit PUFs, and accordingly predict and reveal PUF responses. In

conclusion, PUFs are expected to be a breakthrough technology for anti-counterfeiting devices,

making cloning impossible even when the design is revealed through microscopy-based reverse

engineering.

2.2 Applications of PUFs

Figure 2.1 shows a classification of applications of PUFs. First, PUFs are considered to be used

as low-cost ID generators. PUFs can generate unique responses in spite of a completely identical

circuit structure, as mentioned before. We, therefore, do not need to write a unique ID at every

chip, which can reduce manufacturing costs. Second, another application of PUFs is cryptogra-

phy: confidentiality and authentication. In the field of the confidentiality, we can securely encrypt

and decrypt sensitive data using PUF-based secret keys since PUFs have high resistance against

reverse engineering. In the field of the authentication, PUFs are regarded as a cryptographic prim-

itive for secure and light-weight chip authentication.

In this thesis, we focus on PUF-based chip authentication, which is generally achieved by two

approaches: (A) using a PUF itself, which has numerous challenge and response pairs (CRPs)

(categorized asStrong PUFin [21]); and (B) using a cryptographic function, and a secret key

which is generated from a PUF with a limited number of CRPs (categorized asWeak PUFin [21]).
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Figure. 2.2 Approach (A): chip authentication based on Strong PUFs.

Here, we assume a common authentication system, in which an authentication server (verifier)

authenticates an IoT device with an IC chip including a PUF (prover), as shown in Fig. 1.1.

In Approach (A), multiple PUF responses are used for the authentication, as shown in Fig. 2.2.

In advance of the authentication, the verifier securely obtains multiple CRPs from the PUF in the

prover, and stores these CRPs in its database. In the authentication phase, one of the challengeC

listed in the database is sent from the verifier to the prover. The prover obtains a responseR′ by

applyingC to the PUF, and sendsR′ back to the verifier. The verifier comparesR′ with R stored

in the database. IfR is equal toR′, the authentication is successful, so the verifier can confirm that

the prover (i.e., the PUF) is genuine.

In Approach (B), a limited number of PUF responses are used for the authentication, as shown

in Fig. 2.3. Concretely, the PUF responses are used to generate a secret keyskPUF in the prover.

In advance of the authentication, a verifier obtainsskPUF from the prover, and storesskPUF in its

database. In the first step of the authentication, a random numberC is sent from the verifier to

the prover as a challenge. Then, the prover generates a responseR′, which is defined by equation

R′ = enc(C, skPUF). Here,enc(x, y) indicates a cryptographic function, inputs of which are a
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Figure. 2.3 Approach (B): chip authentication based on Weak PUFs.

plaintextx and a secret keyy. Then,R′ is sent back from the prover to the verifier. The verifier

also calculatesR using its-own-generated challengeC and the secret keyskPUF in its database.

If R is equal toR′, the authentication is successful. The security of this authentication system

relies on the assumption that the secret keyskPUF is secretly shared between the verifier and the

prover. Note that the secret keyskPUF is either PUF responses themselves, or can be generated as

an output from a hash function, the input of which is PUF responses.

2.3 Security Requirements of PUFs

Security requirements of PUFs are commonly defined as the following five indexes: reliability,

uniqueness, uniformity, bit-aliasing and unpredictability. Especially, reliability and uniqueness

are the most popular and important of them. The indexes of uniformity and bit-aliasing are first

defined in [43].

Reliability means the consistency of the values of PUF responses for repeated measurements.

When a challenge is repeatedly applied to a certain PUF, all times should produce completely

consistent responses. Reliability is quantitatively evaluated by calculating the Hamming distance
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between two arbitrary responses for the same challenge. Reliability is often evaluated aserror

rate, which is defined as the Hamming distance divided by the bit length of responses. If the

error rate is zero, the PUF is ideal in terms of reliability; can produce 100% stable responses.

Actually, however, some bits of responses frequently fluctuate; responses have some error bits due

to environmental fluctuations of temperature or supply voltage. For this reason, the applications of

PUFs, including authentication and key generation, cannot be processed without some approaches

to solve these error bits of responses. The first approach ismasking; does not use challenges which

produce such fluctuating responses at normal operating condition (room temperature and standard

supply voltage). This masking approach maintains the reliability of responses, but reduces the bit

length of responses. This may cause undesirable effects on uniqueness and unpredictability. The

second approach iscorrecting; correct the non-reliable responses using Error Correcting Code

(ECC), etc. This approach requires larger redundant data for response correction as the number

of the error bits increases. Such large redundant data increases the required size of ROM, and this

is not suitable for resource-limited IoT devices.

Uniquenessmeans the independence among responses which are produced from multiple PUFs

to the same challenge. Even when the same challenge is applied to multiple PUFs, completely

different responses should be produced. Uniqueness is quantitatively evaluated by calculating the

Hamming distance between responses that are produced by two arbitrary PUFs. If the Hamming

distance is approximately equal to half of the bit length of responses, the PUF is ideal in terms of

uniqueness. If multiple PUFs produce the same responses, an authentication system based on the

PUFs is no longer secure.

Uniformity means the equality of the proportion of ‘0’s and ‘1’s in the bits of responses pro-

duced from a PUF. Ideally, the proportion is approximately 0.5. If not, this uniformity may cause

undesirable effects on uniqueness.

Bit-Aliasing means the difference of the proportion of ‘0’s and ‘1’s in the bits of responses

that are produced from multiple PUFs for the same challenge. Ideally, this proportion is also

approximately 0.5.

Unpredictabilitymeans the difficulty of predicting PUF responses. In this thesis, we define

two kinds of unpredictability by each approach of chip authentication: Approach (A) with Strong
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PUFs and Approach (B) with Weak PUFs. In Approach (A), the unpredictability is defined such

that attackers cannot predict responses even when some CRPs are public. Specifically, Strong

PUFs should have no correlation between any CRPs, otherwise such correlation may be a clue to

emulate and accordingly counterfeit the functionality of the PUFs. In Approach (B), the number of

CRPs of Weak PUFs is quite limited (in some PUFs, there is only one response), so the same pre-

diction scenario using multiple public CRPs in Approach (A) cannot be applied to Approach (B).

In Approach (B), the unpredictability is defined such that PUF responses, typically used as a secret

key, have a largevariety, i.e., the total number/pattern/range of responses produced from factory-

manufactured PUFs. Note that some kinds of Weak PUFs (i.e., memory-based PUFs, described

later) generate oneN-bit response, but when we consider the whole of factory-manufactured the

PUFs, the variety of values which the responses can take is from 0 to 2N − 1. A small variety of

responses makes it easy for an attacker to predict the responseR′, as shown in Fig. 2.3. In other

words, the unpredictability of responses is defined such that the entropy of PUF responses (i.e.,

skPUF) is sufficiently high.

2.4 Implementations of PUFs

Various kinds of PUFs have been introduced until now. In this thesis, we focus onSilicon PUFs;

that are implemented on digital IC chips. The Silicon PUFs are classified into two categories:

delay-based PUFs and memory-based PUFs, according to their used physical properties. Delay-

based PUFs utilizes delay variations of wires or logic gates, and memory-based PUFs utilizes

process variations in various kinds of memory cells [42]. Further, a Bistable Ring PUF is intro-

duced as a type of PUF, having both properties of memory-based PUFs and delay-based PUFs. As

mentioned before, PUFs are also classified into two categories: Strong and Weak PUFs accord-

ing to the number of their CRPs. Generally speaking, delay-based PUFs correspond to Strong

PUFs, and memory-based PUFs correspond to Weak PUFs, excluding Ring Oscillator PUFs, as

mentioned later.
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2.4.1 Delay-based PUFs

Typical delay-based PUFs include Arbiter PUFs [35], Ring Oscillator PUFs [65] and Glitch PUFs

[66] [61] [62]. Arbiter PUFs and Glitch PUFs are classified into Strong PUFs, the strength of

which is to have an exponential number of CRPs. Therefore, these PUFs are used for the afore-

mentioned chip authentication in Approach (A).

Arbiter PUFs

An Arbiter PUF generates 1-bit responses determined by the difference in the signal delay be-

tween two paths, which is mixed by a challenge, as shown in Fig. 2.4. An Arbiter PUF consists of

an amplification part and an arbiter part, both of which are connected with each other. The process

of producing responses is as follows. Two pulse signals are simultaneously applied to the amplifi-

cation part. These signals propagate through different paths, and at last arrive at the arbiter part. A

1-bit response is determined by which signal arrives earlier than the other. Generally, the arbiter

part is implemented by a flip-flop (FF) with a data input and a clock input. If one signal arrives

at the data input earlier than the other signal arrives at the clock input, the response becomes one,

vice versa. A typical implementation of the amplification part includes theN number of 2-to-1

multiplexor (2-1 MUX) pairs, which are connected in series. A multiplexor pair shares its select

line, which determines straight connection or cross connection. A challenge of an Arbiter PUF

corresponds toN-bit select lines ofN multiplexor pairs. An Arbiter PUF hasN-bit challenges, so

2N different propagation paths can be organized. All of these paths are the same length physically,

while they have different propagation delay times due to the difference of physical properties in

IC chips. Hence Arbiter PUFs can produce unique responses.

However, their responses can be accurately predicted through a machine learning attack under

the assumption that some challenge-response pairs are public [58]. This machine learning attack

consists of two phases: learning phase and predicting phase, as shown in Fig. 2.5. This attack

enables attackers to construct of a model of an Arbiter PUF, namely to construct a software-based

counterfeit of the Arbiter PUF. In learning phase, multiple pairs of challengeC and responseR

are input to a classifier, e.g., Support Vector Machine (SVM) or Logistic Regression (LR). The
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Figure. 2.4 Structure of an Arbiter PUF introduced in [35].

classifier develops an approximation function betweenC and R: R ≈ FMLA(C), according to

the given pairs ofC andR. In prediction phase, the attacker can obtain the predicted response

R′ = FMLA(C′), whereC′ is a given unknown challenge. According to [58], if an attacker obtains

thousands of CRPs from an Arbiter PUF, almost all of the remaining unknown CRPs of the PUF

are predictable with the high probability of 0.99, in their attack scenario using machine learning

algorithms.

Glitch PUFs

The Glitch PUF was proposed to solve this problem of ease of prediction [66] [61] [62]. The

Glitch PUF consists of an 8-bit AES S-box used as a glitch generator and a 1-bit toggle flip-flop

(TFF) used as a glitch counter, as shown in Fig. 2.6. In [76], we claimed that a challengeC should

be 19 bits, the first 16 bits (C1) of which consist of 8-bitCp and 8-bitCc because glitches appear

when the input signal of S-box changes fromCp toCc. The remaining 3 bits (C2) are used to select

1-bit signal from 8-bit output of the S-box. A 1-bit responseR is determined by the parity of the

number of the glitches appearing in the selected 1-bit signal. Therefore, this AES S-box-based
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Figure. 2.5 Concept of machine learning attack against a PUF.

Glitch PUF has 219 CRPs.

The developers of this PUF suggest that the responses behave like a non-linear function due

to the complexity of the S-box, therefore machine learning attacks are prevented. In [76], we

showed, however, that Glitch PUFs have someweakchallenges leading to responses which may

be more easily predictable than others. Further, low robustness against voltage variation, i.e.,

low reliability, is confirmed by an experimental evaluation of an implementation of Glitch PUFs

on Xilinx Spartan-6 FPGAs. The same result of this low reliability is also confirmed by the

developers themselves [61]. The idea of generating unique responses from circuit glitches seems

very interesting and promising, therefore a good candidate of the glitch generator for this PUF,

instead of AES S-boxes, should be discussed in future work.

There are other types of Glitch-based PUFs using different glitch generators. The concept

of extracting unique information from glitches on digital circuits is first introduced in [16] [53]

[54], in which a 32-bit combinational multiplier is used for a glitch generator. Further, the de-

lay differences between two multiplexor chains on FPGAs are used to construct another type of

Glitch-based PUF dedicated to FPGAs [1].
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Figure. 2.6 Structure of a Glitch PUF introduced in [61].

Ring Oscillator PUFs

Ring Oscillator PUFs derive 1-bit responses from the difference in oscillator frequencies [65].

The oscillator frequencies are affected by the wire delay and gate delay, which make the re-

sponses unique for each individual IC. Figure 2.7 shows a Ring Oscillator PUF which consists of

M number of ring oscillators, one of which is composed of odd number of cascaded inverters as

a ring. The Ring Oscillator PUF derives 1-bit responses from the difference of oscillator frequen-

cies between two arbitrary ring oscillators. Consequently, 1-bit response becomes zero or one,

depending on which ring oscillator has a higher frequency. Typically, counter circuits are used

for detection of the frequency. The number of CRPs isMC2, which corresponds to the number

of combinations ofM ring oscillators taken 2 at a time. Here,aCb is defined as the number of

combinations ofa elements takenb at a time. Ring Oscillator PUFs are categorized into Weak

PUFs because the number of CRPs (MC2) is increased toO(M2). On the other hand, in Arbiter

PUFs categorized into Strong PUFs, the number of CRPs (2N) increases exponentially with the

number of multiplexor pairsN.

However, a security issue is reported that ring oscillators, located close to peripheral circuits

(e.g., interface circuits), oscillate with lower frequency than those located far from the peripheral

circuits [48]. This undesirable property may enable an attacker to predict some responses, if

we select two ring oscillators located close to and far from peripheral circuits. Further, some

experimental results show that the ranges of ring oscillator frequencies are directly identified

through electromagnetic analysis [47].
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Figure. 2.7 Structure of a Ring Oscillator PUF introduced in [65].

2.4.2 Memory-based PUFs

Memory-based PUFs include Static RAM (SRAM) PUFs [21] [23], Flip-flop PUFs [40], Latch-

based PUFs [63] [64] and Butterfly PUFs [34], etc. A common point of these memory-based

PUFs is that their responses are extracted from various kinds of memory cells, e.g., SRAM cell,

flip-flop, latch cell, butterfly cell (cross-coupled latches).

There are two ideas about CRPs of memory-based PUFs: One is that an instance of a memory-

based PUF, includingN memory cells, generates only oneN-bit response without challenges. In

that sense, these memory-based PUFs can be regarded as secure storage elements, the stored val-

ues of which cannot be specified through their mask pattern images. Another is that this instance

generatesN number of 1-bit responses. These responses are obtained fromN challenges which

correspond to memory addresses or locations ofN memory cells. Even in both ideas, memory-

based PUFs are categorized in Weak PUFs since the number of CRPs increases linearly with the

number of implemented memory cells.

In this thesis, we assume the former idea of CRPs; a memory-based PUF generates anN-bit

responseRES:

RES= RN−1 ∥ RN−2 ∥ · · · ∥ Ri ∥ · · · ∥ R1 ∥ R0,
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whereRi is a unique value outputted from a memory celli (0 ≤ i ≤ N − 1) and the operation∥

means a concatenation of two variables.

SRAM PUFs

The power-up initial values of SRAM cells are strongly affected by physical properties of the

SRAM cells. Therefore, these initial values can be used as a unique response for each individual

PUF, while they are relatively reproducible. SRAM is commonly embedded in IC chips, therefore

SRAM PUFs can be constructed without some dedicated circuits.

However, SRAM PUFs have two points to be improved. First, when an SRAM PUF is imple-

mented on an FPGA, there is a problem that the power-up values of SRAM cells are automatically

initialized to fixed values, so cannot be used as a unique response. Second, a device power-up op-

eration is required for the generation of every response. Specifically, responses can be produced

only when the device is power on. There are other types of PUFs to overcome these problems.

Flip-flop PUFs

To overcome the first problem of the automatic initialization, Flip-flop PUFs use the power-up

values of flip-flops instead of SRAM cells. Flip-flop PUFs are based on the fact that we can

prevent the initialization of the power-up values of flip-flops on Xilinx FPGAs. In the power-up

state of Xilinx FPGAs, a configuration file stored in external PROM is downloaded to an FPGA.

The configuration file includes the command to initialize the values of flip-flops. Their power-up

values are maintained by eliminating this command from this configuration file. Unfortunately,

Flip-flop PUFs do not solve the second problem.

Latch-based PUFs

A latch-based PUF (LPUF) generates its response without an actual device power up. Each re-

sponse bit corresponds to a metastable value of a latch cell composed of cross-coupled logic gates.

The latch cell can be configured by NAND, NOR, or other types of logic gate. This difference

does not influence the performance of LPUFs. In this thesis, we assume NAND-based latch cell

as a basic component of LPUFs.

Figure 2.8 shows a latch cell used for LPUFs, having a single combined inputA. A generally-
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Figure. 2.8 NAND-based latch cell.

used latch cell has two separate input signals connected to an upper NAND gate and a lower one.

The latch cell is in a stable state with outputs (B,C) = (1,1) when inputA = 0, while it temporarily

enters a metastable state right after inputA changes from 0 to 1 (= rising edge). Right after this, it

enters into one of two stable states: its outputs are (B,C) = (1,0) or (B,C) = (0,1). Theoretically,

the transition to either of these states occurs with equal probability. Actually, however, most latch

cells have a high probability of entering one specific state. This is caused by a slight difference

of physical properties: the drive capabilities of the two NAND gates or the wire length of the

cross-coupled part. Therefore, these stable states of latch cells are used for the generation of

unique responses. These responses are generated whenever inputA changes from 0 to 1; without

an actual device power up.

LPUFs had been considered to be implemented on ASICs. This is because a latch cell was

considered to be impossible to be implemented on FPGAs due to constraints of FPGA synthesis

tools; it has a structure with a cross-coupled combinational loop. In [78], we showed that LPUFs

can be implemented on some Xilinx FPGAs: Spartan-3E and Spartan-6 according to the methods

introduced by Hata et al. [22]. These methods enable us to implement cross-coupled NAND gates

themselves on FPGAs, which are introduced for implementing a latch-based physical random

number generator.
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Butterfly PUFs

Butterfly PUFs are assumed to be implemented not on ASICs but on FPGAs. To implement a latch

cell on FPGAs, a basic component of a Butterfly PUF is composed not of cross-coupled NAND

gates but of cross-coupled latches. The cross-coupled latches behave similarly to a NAND-based

latch cell. The output of the Butterfly PUF is triggered by a clock edge signal applied to the

latches, without an actual device power-up.

Variants of SRAM PUFs

The aforementioned memory-based PUFs extract 1-bit entropy from a memory cell maximally. In

contrast, some kinds of PUFs can extract multi-bit entropy from a memory cell.

A MECCA PUF is basically based on an SRAM cell, but has a mechanism for changing the

word line duty cycle of the SRAM cell [33]. The value of the SRAM cell (i.e., response) is

influenced by the duty cycle duration (i.e., challenge).

A data retention voltage of an SRAM cell is utilized for a more informative non-binary identifier

[24]. This type of PUF extracts the data retention voltage of an SRAM cell by repeatedly lowering

its supply voltage and observing the highest voltage at which the SRAM cell fails. The highest

voltage resulting in the fail is unique, therefore it is used to generate a multi-bit response.

These PUFs need a hardware modification to change the duty cycle duration or the SRAM

supply voltage.

2.4.3 Bistable Ring PUF

Bistable Ring PUF (BR-PUF) was proposed as a Strong PUF, and self-evaluated by Chen et al.

[13] [14]. BR-PUFs have both properties of memory-based PUFs and delay-based PUFs. In the

following, we focus on two major differences between BR-PUFs and Ring Oscillator PUFs: (1)

the structure of a ring, (2) the generation of responses.

(1) A BR-PUF is composed of cascaded inverters (INVs) as a ring (hereinafter called “primitive

BR-PUF”), as shown in Fig. 2.9. A primitive BR-PUF is similar to a Ring Oscillator PUF in terms

of the ring of cascaded inverters. The difference is that the number of the inverters is not odd but
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Figure. 2.9 Two possible stable states on a primitive BR-PUF with 8 inverters.

even (e.g., eight in Fig. 2.9). Hence the primitive BR-PUF does not keep oscillation, but make

the transition from metastable to stable state like memory-based PUFs. After voltage is supplied,

the primitive BR-PUF has two possible stable states, ‘10101010’ (‘A’-state) or ‘01010101’ (‘5’-

state), enumerating inverter’s outputs beginning from INV1. The primitive BR-PUF generates

1-bit response according to which state the ring falls into. BR-PUFs are similar to Ring Oscillator

PUFs in terms of having inverter rings. BR-PUFs also have the same characteristic with LPUFs,

having two possible states.

(2) A primitive BR-PUF generates just one 1-bit response because it consists of one ring, while

a Ring Oscillator PUF includes multiple parallel-implemented rings. To generate multiple 1-bit

responses, the circuit structure of the BR-PUF shown in Fig. 2.10 is presented in [13]. The inverter

in Fig. 2.9 is implemented by aBR-S, which is a basic component of a BR-PUF. Thel-th BR-S,

i.e., BR-Sl (1 ≤ l ≤ 64), is composed of two NOR gates, a 2-to-1 multiplexor (2-1 MUX) and a

1-to-2 demultiplexor (1-2 DEMUX). A 1-bit challengeC[l] is input to the BR-Sl to select either

of the NOR gates. The BR-PUF with 64 BR-Ss has 64-bit challenges to select the NOR gates.

The BR-PUF is organized by 264 different types of rings, the NOR gates of which are differently

selected depending on the values of challenges. Each NOR gate has different characteristics,
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Figure. 2.10 Circuit structure of a Bistable Ring PUF.

i.e., drive capability or gate/wire delay. Hence the value of challenges has a great impact on the

decision of stable states, either A-state or 5-state, as claimed by Chen et al., the developers of

BR-PUFs. Therefore, the BR-PUF can generate multiple CRPs without having multiple rings like

Ring Oscillator PUFs. A 1-bit response is extracted from an arbitrary signal between two BR-Ss,

e.g., the output from BR-S63, i.e.,Out[63] (=In[0]) in Fig. 2.10. The BR-Sl works as an inverter

when reset signal equals to 0. In contrast, the input and output of BR-Sl , In[l] and Out[l], can

be forced to zero when the reset signal is 1 (i.e., neither A-state nor 5-state). This enables us to

generate responses at any time after power up.

In conclusion, a BR-PUF withN number of BR-Ss hasN-bit challenges and generates 2N

number of responses, at any time after power up. That is why BR-PUFs are categorized into

Strong PUFs.
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Chapter 3

Variety Increase of PUF Responses

and Its Evaluation on FPGAs

Publication Data
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enaka, and Kouichi Itoh, Uniqueness Enhancement of PUF Responses Based on the Locations

of Random Outputting RS Latches, InWorkshop on Cryptographic Hardware and Embedded

Systems 2011 (CHES 2011), volume 6917 ofLecture Notes in Computer Science (LNCS), pages

390–406, Springer, 2011.

3.1 Motivation

We defined the unpredictability of responses as the large variety of responses produced from

factory-manufactured PUFs, as described in Sect. 2.3. This is since factory-manufactured PUFs

are generally more secure if the variety of responses is larger. Concretely, a 256-bit full-entropy
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response is more difficult to be predicted than a 128-bit response.

A LPUF with N RS latches, for example, generates oneN-bit response, the variety of which

is ideally 2N. However, the actual variety of the response becomes smaller than 2N, which may

make it easy for attackers to predict responses. This small variety is caused by eliminating some

RS latches, outputs of which are inconsistent (random) for repeated measurements. These RS

latches outputting random values (hereinafter called “random latches”) are unnecessary for PUF

responses. This is since these PUF responses are typically used for the generation of reliable

secret keys.

In [78], we introduced an efficient method of using the information entropy of random latches

in order to produce larger variety of responses. We utilized not random outputs of random latches,

but the location information of random latches. Differently from these random outputs, this lo-

cation information is determined during a manufacturing process, so almost fixed once PUFs

are manufactured. Therefore, we can also maintain the reliability of responses. In this method,

RS latches are classified into three types by their output patterns (0’s, 1’s, and random numbers).

These three types of RS latches are regarded as generating three types of unique values (00/11/10),

respectively. This method can ideally increase the variety of responses from 2N to approximately

3N ≈ 21.58N, whereN is the number of implemented RS latches in an LPUF.

The structure of this chapter is as follows. In Sect. 3.2, we introduce the conventional meth-

ods of generating responses from LPUFs. In Sect. 3.3, we introduce our method of producing

large variety of responses based on the location information of random latches, and estimate its

effectiveness. In Sect. 3.4, we evaluate the effectiveness of this method through an experimental

system with Spartan-6 FPGAs. Finally, we conclude this chapter in Sect. 3.5.

3.2 Conventional Methods of Producing PUF Responses

The behavior of an RS latch, a basic component of LPUF, was explained in Sect. 2.4. This

section explains the mechanism of an LPUF, shown in Fig. 3.1. An LPUF consists ofN parallel-

implemented RS latches, which generate anN-bit response:

RES= RN−1 ∥ RN−2 ∥ · · · ∥ Ri ∥ · · · ∥ R1 ∥ R0,
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Figure. 3.1 Latch-based PUF (conventional method).

whereRi is a unique value outputted from an RS latchi (0 ≤ i ≤ N− 1) and the operation∥means

a concatenation of two variables. Note that the more significant bits of the response correspond

to the outputs of RS latches with larger latch numbers, in order to simplify discussion in this

thesis. When a signal with consecutive rising edges, e.g., a clock signal, is applied to the input

of each RS latch, the stable states after the rising edges fall into one of three patterns: all ‘0’s,

all ‘1’s, or a mixture of ‘0’s and ‘1’s (= random numbers). This random numbers are caused

by each irregular RS latch consisting of two cross-coupled NAND gates, physical properties of

which are almost identical. The LPUF in Fig. 3.1 has some random latches such as LATCH2 and

LATCHN−2. These random latches cause a problem insomuch that the reliability of the response

RES is reduced since their outputs are unstable random numbers. There are two widely-known

conventional approaches to solve this problem.

The first approach (called “conventional method” in this chapter) does not use random latches

for the generation of responses. This approach maintains the reliability of responses, but reduces
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the bit length of responses, i.e., the variety of responses, as the number of random latches in-

creases. For example, if LPUF with 128 RS latches (N = 128) in Fig. 3.1 has 40 random latches,

the maximum variety of responses reduces from 2128 to 288. Hence the increase of random latches

results in reducing the variety of reliable responses. Thus it is necessary to implement extra RS

latches in an LPUF in accordance with the number of random latches. However, such a solution is

not suitable for IoT devices containing IC chips with limited hardware resources. This is because

it is necessary to make the area size of RS latches and peripheral circuits as small as possible

in LPUFs in such IoT devices. This first approach also requires a mechanism to detect random

latches.

The second approach uses ECCs to correct the non-reliable responses caused by the random

latches. This approach requires larger redundant data for response correction as the number of

random latches increases. The large redundant data increases the required size of ROM, so this is

not suitable for IoT devices. In addition, an LPUF withn RS latches naturally extractsk(< n) bits

of entropy even if [n, k,d]-code is used as an ECC.

From the above discussion, the first approach is not desirable to extract more entropy from

PUFs. The second approach is essential for memory-based PUFs, used as secure key storage,

although it is not sufficient to use this approach alone.

3.3 Improved Methods of Producing PUF Responses

This section describes our method for extracting more entropy from PUFs by utilizing these un-

wanted random latches [78]. This method dramatically improves the variety of responses and

maintains the reliability of responses.

3.3.1 Concept: Use of the Location Information of Random Latches

The conventional LPUF in Fig. 3.1 generates responses based only on RS latches outputting

fixed numbers such as 0’s or 1’s (hereinafter called “fixed latches”). Our LPUF uses the location

information of random latches, rather than the random numbers from the random latches. If an

LPUF with N RS latches hasT random latches, then the number of locations of random latches
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equals toNCT , which increases the number of different representation of LPUFs. Hence, the PUF

based on our method utilizes the entropy derived from the locations of random latches in order

to increase the variety of responses. However, this kind of LPUF requires complex controls to

associate the location of RS latch with the output number, which leads to a large circuit size. In

[78], we introduced a simple and efficient method of solving this problem. This method regards

the three types of output patterns from the RS latches (0’s, 1’s, and random numbers) as ternary

values (00/11/10), respectively. Our method can generate responses with much larger patterns

than conventional methods of eliminating random latches. We describe the details of this method

with reference to Fig. 3.2. When a clock signal is applied to the inputs of the RS latches in our

LPUF, they generate three types of outputs: 0’s, 1’s, and random numbers. According to this

output of the RS latchi (0’s/1’s/random numbers), the output of RS latchi is a 2-bit unique value

Si [1 : 0](= 00/11/10). Stated more precisely, letRES[2N − 1 : 0] be the 2N-bit response of our

LPUF. Then

RES[2N − 1 : 0] = SN−1 ∥ SN−2 ∥ · · · ∥ Si ∥ · · · ∥ S1 ∥ S0. (3.1)

3.3.2 Theoretical Estimation

In [78], we theoretically estimated the variety (number) of responses that are produced from our

LPUFs. LetN be the number of implemented RS latches, andT be the number of random latches.

Our PUF generates a response containing ternary values (00/11/10), so the total variety of re-

sponses is ideally 3N. We define this total number as “ideal upper bound” of responses, which

is estimated in consideration of all the possible combinations of the ternary values. Concretely,

the ideal upper bound includes the cases when random latches are few or many. However, the

value ofT is in fact almost fixed because it is determined by the kind of IC chip and the way

in which the RS latches are implemented. Therefore, the manufactured PUFs generate less than

3N responses actually. The following theoretically estimates the variety of responses for a given

value ofT. The variety of responses arising from the fixed latches is 2N−T , while the variety of

responses arising from the random latches isNCT . Therefore, the variety of responses for a given

value ofT is estimated to be 2N−T · NCT . This value is obviously less than 3N because the variety
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Figure. 3.2 Latch-based PUF (improved method in [78]).

of responses for givenT corresponds to theT-th term of the binomial expansion of 3N = (2+1)N,

which is 2N−T · NCT , the same as the above estimate. We define this variety of responses for a

given value ofT as “theoretical bound” of responses. Figure 3.3 shows a comparison between the

theoretical bound of responses for the conventional method of eliminating random latches and the

theoretical bound of responses using our method with variousT values and givenN(= 128). The

conventional method generates 2N−T responses, so the theoretical bound of responses decreases

as the number of random latches increases. In contrast, our method dramatically increases the

theoretical bound of responses. The theoretical bound of responses takes on its maximum value

(≈ 2203) whenT is around 43 (≈ 128/3). Hence, our method dramatically improves the theoretical

bound of responses.
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3.4 Performance Evaluation on FPGAs

This section evaluates the effectiveness of our improved method using Xilinx Spartan-6 FPGAs

(XC6SLX16-2CSG324C). We also evaluate reliability and uniqueness, which are the require-

ments of PUFs, as described in Sect. 2.3. An LPUF consists of 128 RS latches, which were

implemented manually. We used 20 actual FPGA chips, but we took the number of chips to be 40

since we implemented two LPUFs on an FPGA chip at two completely different locations.

3.4.1 Variety and Shannon Entropy of PUF Responses

According to Fig. 3.3, LPUFs on Spartan-6 FPGAs using the improved method is estimated to

generate approximately 2175 patterns of responses. This estimation is based on that the average

number of random latches was 14 in our implemented LPUFs with 128 RS latches.

The Shannon entropy of the responses is approximately 170.8 bits*1, according to the estima-
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tion method described later in Sect. 5.3.3. Our experimental results indicate that an LPUF based

on our method improves the entropy of responses.

3.4.2 Evaluation of PUF Requirements

Reliability

We evaluate the reliability of responses when a supply voltage is changed within the rated voltage

range of Spartan-6 FPGAs (1.14, 1.20, 1.26V). In this evaluation, one response is generated as the

reference at normal operating condition (room temperature and standard supply voltage of 1.20V),

and the remaining 100 responses are generated for analysis at 1.14V, 1.20V or 1.26V.

At 1.20V, the average error rate is approximately 0.0086 with a standard deviation of 0.0054.

Even at 1.14V and 1.26V, the average error rates are approximately 0.053 and 0.048 with a stan-

dard deviation of 0.013 and 0.016, respectively. These error rates are much less than the 0.15

assumed in [11] for stable responses based on a fuzzy extractor [19] with a reasonable size of

redundant data. These results indicate that our LPUF implemented on Spartan-6 FPGAs yields

highly reliable responses.

Uniqueness

Forty 256-bit responses are generated from all 40 FPGAs (one response per FPGA chip). We

evaluate the average of normalized Hamming distances (NHDs) between every combination of

two responses, i.e.,40C2 = 780 combinations. The average of NHDs is approximately 0.49 with a

standard deviation of 0.039. Our LPUFs give responses with a high level of uniqueness.

Note that the ideal average of NHDs is not 0.5 but around 0.44, because our LPUFs do not

generate ‘01’ for 2-bit partial responses. In that sense, the average of 0.49 is a little larger than

the ideal 0.44. This is because the average number of random latches is 14, which is smaller than

43 (=128/3). Consequently, most of the 2-bit partial responses are ’00‘ or ’11‘, so the average of

NHDs approaches 0.5 similar to the conventional LPUF using binary values (0/1).

*1 The value of 167.9, described in [78], is a mistake in calculation. The correct value is 170.8.
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3.5 Conclusion

In this chapter, we introduced our method for generating responses from an LPUF based on the

location information of RS latches outputting random numbers. Our introduced LPUF generates

ternary values (00/11/10) in accordance with the three types of output bitstream from RS latches.

This dramatically increases the variety of responses from 2N to 2N−T · NCT with N implemented

RS latches andT random latches, which makes it difficult for attackers to predict the responses.

According to our experiment with Spartan-6 FPGA chips, an LPUF with 128 RS latches based

on our method is able to generate responses with 170.8-bit Shannon entropy, which is larger than

128 bits; the maximum Shannon entropy without our method. In Part IV, we propose an extension

method of enhancing the variety of responses over the method described in this chapter.
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Part III

Security Evaluation of PUFs





Chapter 4

Differential and Linear Analysis of

Bistable Ring PUFs

Publication Data

Dai Yamamoto, Masahiko Takenaka, Kazuo Sakiyama, and Naoya Torii, Security Evaluation of

Bistable Ring PUFs on FPGAs using Differential and Linear Analysis, InWorkshop on Emerging

Aspects in Information Security (EAIS 2014), pages 917–924, IEEE, 2014.

4.1 Motivation

From the view point of designers of PUF-based chip authentication, as shown in Fig. 2.2, we need

a secure Strong PUF, responses of which are difficult to be predicted by an attacker. The BR-PUF,

as proposed by Chen et al. [13], is considered to be a promising candidate of a secure Strong

PUF. In this chapter, we evaluate an implementation of the BR-PUF in terms of the difficulty of

predicting responses.

We consider that such difficulty can be evaluated by two approaches: numerical-based approach

or analytical-based approach. A machine learning analysis, as introduced by Rührmair et al. [58],

is one of the most well-known methods in numerical-based approaches. This is a very effective

analysis method of revealing the general correlation between CRPs by applying some CRPs to a
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machine learning classifier. However, the evaluation results – whether or not the correlation exists

– depend on the way of applying CRPs to the classifier, or on the ability of the used classifier, etc.

In fact, the response prediction against Arbiter PUFs can succeed if we apply not raw challenges

but smartly-transformed challenges to the classifier; These transformed challenges make it easy

for the classifier to find the correlation between CRPs [58]. On the other hand, Majzoobi et al. in-

troduced two interesting analytical-based methods [44]: (1) the relationship between CRPs’ Ham-

ming distances and (2) the conditional probabilities of response bits with respect to challenge bits.

These methods can reveal very simple kinds of correlation between CRPs. Therefore, a require-

ment of secure Strong PUFs is that no correlation between CRPs is found in these analytical-based

methods. We consider that these analytical-based evaluations should be performed in advance of

the numerical-based evaluation.

In this chapter, we extend these two analytical-based methods to: (1) differential PUF analysis

and (2) linear PUF analysis. Then, we experimentally evaluate the security of BR-PUFs according

to these extended analytical-based methods. The reason why we focus on the BR-PUF is that it has

the strong resistance against response prediction because of its complex structure and non-linear

behavior, as claimed by its developer [13].

Our contributions in this chapter consist of two parts.

1. We extend two analytical-based evaluation methods [44] to differential PUF analysis and

linear PUF analysis. These PUF analysis methods are conceptually similar to differential

crypt analysis [7] and linear crypt analysis [45], respectively.

2. According to differential and linear PUF analyses, we first evaluate the security of BR-

PUFs implemented on Xilinx Spartan-6 FPGAs. Our case study supports that BR-PUFs

on FPGAs have undesirable performance; The differential evaluation shows that the same

responses are frequently generated for two challenges with small Hamming distance; The

linear evaluation implies that particular bits of challenges have a strong correlation with

the values of responses. These results are the first time that BR-PUFs have some security

issues of response predictions.

The structure of this chapter is as follows. In Sect. 4.2, we describe the details of the analytical-
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based methods: differential PUF analysis and linear PUF analysis. In Sect. 4.3, we construct an

FPGA-based experimental system containing BR-PUFs, and evaluate the security of BR-PUFs

using these analytical-based methods. Finally, we conclude this chapter in Sect. 4.4.

4.2 Analytical-based Evaluation Methods

To the best of our knowledge, only Majzoobi et al. have published a paper describing some

analytical-based techniques of predicting PUF responses [44]. In this chapter, we extend these

analytical-based techniques into the two important methods: differential PUF analysis and linear

PUF analysis. These methods are deeply related to the most powerful cryptanalysis methods:

differential crypt analysis and linear crypt analysis. In the following, we explain these methods,

assuming the case of evaluating BR-PUFs. More importantly, these can be used as universal meth-

ods for evaluating the security of other Strong PUFs. Further, it is expected that other cryptanalysis

methods are also used for PUF analysis in terms of response predictions.

4.2.1 Differential PUF Analysis

In differential PUF analysis, we evaluate whether or not challenges with small Hamming distance

result in highly correlated responses. A group of challenges with small Hamming distance may

cause the problem that most of NOR gates in a BR-PUF are selected commonly, so the char-

acteristics impacting on the responses are also similar one another. In detail, letRj be the j-th

response obtained from the 64-bitj-th challengeC j (1 ≤ j ≤ N), whereN is the total number of

CRPs. Here, let̃Rk
j be the response obtained from̃Ck

j , wherek is the Hamming distance between

C̃k
j andC j , i.e., HD(C j , C̃k

j ) = k. For example,R̃1
j andRj are expected to have little correlation

in secure PUFs. If a correlation exists,R̃1
j has a possibility to be easily predicted by an attacker

who knows challenge-response pairs (C j ,Rj). This means that the implemented BR-PUFs have a

serious security issue.

The basic concept of the aforementioned differential PUF analysis has been introduced asHam-

ming distances testin [44]. In differential PUF analysis, we take not only Hamming distance but

also different bit locations into consideration. This enables us to evaluate the effect of particular
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Figure. 4.1 Two types of challenges̃Ck
j (Colored bits are different betweenC j andC̃k

j ).

bits of challenges on responses. In the case fork = 1, the total number of challenges̃C1
j is only

64, where thei-th bit from Least Significant Bit (LSB) is different fromC̃ j (1 ≤ i ≤ 64). In the

case wherek > 1, however, the number of challengesC̃k
j is 64Ck, which becomes quite large for

the value of largek. Due to time constraints, it is difficult to evaluate all challenge-response pairs.

We, therefore, propose the method of evaluating the following two types of challengesC̃k
j : (Type

A) neighboringk bits are different betweenC j andC̃k
j as shown in Fig. 4.1(I); (Type B) intervals

of 64/k bits are different as shown in Fig. 4.1(II). We aim to evaluate the effects of neighbor-

ing NOR gates in Type A, and those of detached NOR gates in Type B. Evaluating both types

enables us to efficiently evaluate the effect of challenges on responses, instead of evaluating all

challenge-response pairs. Table 4.1 shows the number ofC̃k
j in the aforementioned types, where

k = 1,2,4,8 and 16. Type B (k = 1) is considered as Non-Available (N/A) since there is no

difference of challenges in both types.

This differential PUF analysis is similar to the well-known differential crypt analysis [7]. The

differential crypt analysis evaluates the avalanche effect: the effects of the changes of plaintext

bits on ciphertext bits. In the differential PUF analysis, we also evaluate how differences in the

challenge lead to differences in the response.
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Table 4.1 Number of challenges fork in both types.

k Type A Type B

1 64 N/A

2 32 32

4 16 16

8 8 8

16 4 4

Sum 124 60

4.2.2 Linear PUF Analysis

In linear PUF analysis, we evaluate whether or not we obtain the same responses with high prob-

ability if certain bits of challenges are forced to zero or one. Forcing bits of challenges means

that particular NOR gates certainly exist in a ring of the BR-PUF. Here, these NOR gates could

be influential NOR gates: irregular gates which have quite different circuit characteristics from

other NOR gates. If such influential NOR gates exist in a ring of the BR-PUF, the stable state

is expected to fall into either state with high probability. As a result, the number of independent

CRPs is very small, which is a security problem for Strong PUFs.

We consider that such influential NOR gates may exist; physical properties of some logic gates

in an IC chip may be quite different from those of many other ones. This is because of process

variations in the circuit characteristics such as drive capability or gate/wire delay. Especially,

smaller Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor (CMOS) process is more strongly affected

by the process variations.

The location of the influential NOR gate is defined by the following two parameters:enforced

bit (≤ 64) andenforced value(0/1). The enforced bit means the location of the BR-S including the

influential NOR gate. The enforced value represents either NOR gate in the BR-S. For example,

if the enforced bit is 33 and the enforced value is 1, the influential NOR gate is the NOR-1 gate in

BR-S33.
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In [44], the basic concept of the linear PUF analysis is introduced, but the effect of only a single

bit of challenges is evaluated in Arbiter PUFs. In contrast, we take multiple bits of challenges on

responses into consideration.

This method is similar to the well-known linear crypt analysis [45]. In linear crypt analysis, an

attacker tries to find linear equations with plaintext bits and ciphertext bits which have a high bias.

4.3 Experimental Evaluation

4.3.1 Experimental Setup

Figure 4.2 shows our experimental system, which consists of two boards: a custom-made board

with a Xilinx Spartan-6 FPGA (XC6SLX16-2CSG324C) and a commercially-available Spartan-

3E starter kit board with a Xilinx Spartan-3E FPGA (XC3S500E-4FG320C). We implemented

the BR-PUF circuit with 64 BR-Ss on the Spartan-6 FPGA, and the peripheral circuits such as

the block RAM and RS232C module on the Spartan-3E FPGA. A Spartan-6 FPGA chip was put

on a socket of the custom-made board, being therefore easily replaceable by another chip. We

evaluated 4 BR-PUFs implemented on 4 Spartan-6 FPGA chips: FPGAx(1 ≤ x ≤ 4).

Our response acquisition process was as follows. When the RS232C module in the Spartan-3

FPGA received a start command from a Personal Computer (PC), the module sent a start signal to

a control (CTRL) module. The CTRL module got a 64-bit Linear Feedback Shift Register (LFSR)

to generate 2,048 random challengesC j(1 ≤ j ≤ 2,048). According to [74], the tap sequence of

the LFSR was set to [64, 63, 61, 60], and the initial value was set to ‘0x123456789ABCDEF0’.

The 64-bit challenge was divided into four 16-bit values, which were sent and stored to the flip-

flops (FFs) on Spartan-6 FPGA. The reset signal to the BR-PUF was changed from 1 to 0, then

the response acquisition was started. Not only 1-bit output but also all of 64-bit output from BR-

Ss was stored into the 64-bit flip-flop. This enables us to confirm whether or not the response

is stable; if the 64-bit value has at least two consecutive 1’s/0’s, the response is regarded as un-

stable state, vice versa. In our experiment, the 64-bit value was stored after sufficient time (i.e.,

approximately 6 ms) from the reset signal changing to 0 in order to make the response as stable as

possible. The 64-bit value was sent to a block RAM on the Spartan-3E bit-sequentially, and was
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transmitted to the user PC through an RS232C port.

Both design and implementation of the BR-PUF are very important because they have a large

impact on the eventual response behavior of the PUF itself. In order to prevent response predic-

tion, the wire lengths between all BR-Ss should be completely identical. However, it is difficult

to exactly control the wire length because logic gates on FPGAs are fixed on grid-pattern lay-

outs. Hence we take great care of the symmetric layout of the BR-PUF as follows. Figure 4.3

shows our custom layout of a BR-PUF with 64 BR-Ss on a Spartan-6 FPGA. The 64 BR-Ss were

implemented on the ring-shaped neighboring Configurable Logic Blocks (CLBs), expecting that

the wire lengths between all BR-Ss are identical. This symmetric layout is expected to make a

uniform ring and a bias of responses as small as possible.

The implementation of BR-PUFs in this thesis is not completely the same as that in the original.

We derive 64-bit outputs from all of the 64 BR-Ss, instead of just one in original. We consider

that the original implementation is not the best option. This is because deriving only one output

may lead to unbalance of capacitive loads on the output of each BR-S, which causes influential

gates. We derive outputs from all of BR-Ss in order to prevent this unbalance.

Before we perform an experimental evaluation, we verify the implemented BR-PUFs according

to the responsesRj ’s for the 2,048 random challengesC j ’s. Average Hamming distance between

two arbitrary 64-bit challenges among the 2,048 challenges is 32.00. This is extremely close to

theoretical value (= 64/2), so our using challenges are enough random. By using these chal-

lenges, we evaluate average hamming distance between two arbitrary responses among the 2,048

responses (i.e.,2048C2 combinations). The results are 0.50, 0.49, 0.49 and 0.46 in four BR-PUFs,

respectively. These are very close to the ideal value (= 0.5), so our implemented BR-PUFs are

verified to generate almost non-biased responses for random challenges.

4.3.2 Experimental Results - using Differential PUF Analysis

This section evaluates BR-PUFs according to differential PUF analysis; focusing on the correla-

tion among the responses obtained from challenges with small Hamming distance. We generate

184 (= 124+ 60, Type A and Type B in Table 4.1) challengesC̃k
j for each of 2,048C j ’s. Hence

we obtain the total of 378,880 (= 2,048× 185) CRPs from each BR-PUF.
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Figure 4.4 shows the ratios of the challengesC̃k
j which generate the same responses as each

C j . These results are the means of 4 implemented BR-PUFs. From the result of Type A ink = 1,

88.0% of challenges̃C1
j lead to the same responses asC j . This ratio should be around 0.5 in secure

PUFs. The larger the value ofk is, the lower the ratios of such challenges are. However, even in

the Type A ofC̃16
j where HD(C j , C̃16

j )=16, the probability is approximately 0.665, which is larger

than ideal 0.5. Further, there is almost no difference between both types in Fig. 4.4. This indicates

that the similarity of responses depends not on the locations of the different bits, but just on the

Hamming distance of the challenges. However, the different bit locations may have strong effects

on responses in other types of PUFs. If a CRP is known to an attacker, she has a high possibility to

predict the responses for challenges with small Hamming distances by using the known challenge.

Different from other Strong PUFs (e.g., Arbiter PUFs), BR-PUFs have the property that the

generation time of responses, i.e., the duration period for stable states, is quite different depending

on values of challenges [13]. The generation time has a strong impact on the reliability and

uniqueness of the responses, defined as security requirements of PUFs in Sect. 2.3. Especially, the

responses obtained in a short transient time have little uniqueness*1 among BR-PUFs on FPGAs

because circuit layout influences the responses strongly. Hence we should select and use the only

responses with long transient time, as presented in [13]. In the above-mentioned evaluation

we focus on all of CRPs without consideration of the transient time. We anticipate that highly-

unique responses with the long transient time have a lower similarity, even if the challenges have

a small Hamming distance. To confirm this we obtain the 64-bit outputs of BR-Ss, i.e., responses

for 2,048C j ’s, in a short time of approximately 70µs after the reset signal to the BR-PUF is

zero. 1,658 (approximately 80.96%) out of 2,048C j ’s lead to stable responses with alternate

bits. Here, we focus only on the remaining of 390C j ’s and perform the same evaluation as

above mentioned, whose results are shown in Fig. 4.5. The correlation between the value of

responses and the Hamming distance of challenges becomes small, as we expected. However, the

correlation still exists: 68.1% of challengesC̃1
j lead to the same responses asC j ’s. This indicates

that the responses of BR-PUFs may be predictable even if we use the selection of CRPs, presented

*1 According to the BR-PUFs on ASICs self-evaluated by the developers through SPICE simulations in [14], the PUF

requirements such as reliability and uniqueness are not affected by the generation time of responses.
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by developers of BR-PUFs. In conclusion, this dependency of the responses on the Hamming

distance of challenges might facilitate an attacker to predict most of unknown responses.

4.3.3 Experimental Results - using Linear PUF Analysis

This section evaluates BR-PUFs according to linear PUF analysis; evaluating whether or not BR-

PUFs have irregular BR-Ss containinginfluentialNOR gates, which have a decisive impact on the

value of responses.

Preliminary Experiment

As a preliminary experiment to confirm the existence of influential NOR gates, we analyze the

2,048 CRPs (C j , Rj) same as Section 4.3.2. 64-bit challenges of BR-PUFs correspond to the way

of selecting NOR gates in BR-Ss. We extract part ofC j ’s from 2,048 ones whose certainm (1 ≤
m≤ 5) bits are the same one another, i.e., common NOR gates are selected. Our software program

searches all patterns of selectingmNOR gates (64Cm · 2m combinations). Due to time constraints,

we setm to less than 6. Table 4.2 shows the number of responses (=‘1’s) for the part ofC j ’s. We

explain how to read the table with the specific example ofm = 3, as follows. Out of 2,048 there

are 236C j ’s whose 58th, 13rd and 6th LSBs are 1, 0 and 1, respectively. The number of responses

whose values are ‘1’s is 205, which is 86.9% of 236Rj ’s. Hence these three NOR gates are

predicted to be influential NOR gates, i.e., (enforced bit, enforced value)= (58,1), (13,0), (6,1).

Table 4.2 also shows the 6 patterns of influential NOR gates for eachm. From Table 4.2, we see

that more than 65% of responses become 1 in the BR-PUF with just one influential NOR gate (i.e.,

m= 1). The number of the influential NOR gates is considered to be around 10 in the 64 BR-Ss.

The larger the number of influential NOR gates (= m) is, the larger the percentage of responses

(=‘1’s) is, i.e., the larger impact on the responses. Especially, all responses become 1 whenm= 5.

In conclusion, according to the analysis of 2,048C j ’s, we demonstrate that our BR-PUF on an

FPGA chip has influential NOR gates with a decisive impact on the values of responses.

Above-mentioned results are obtained from a BR-PUF on FPGA1. We also confirm that the

other three BR-PUFs on FPGA2, FPGA3 and FPGA4 have influential NOR gates. BR-PUFs on

FPGA1, FPGA2 and FPGA3 generate responses biased to one, while the BR-PUF on FPGA4
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outputs responses biased to zero. The locations of influential NOR gates are different from each

FPGA. These are caused by the characteristics of BR-Ss.

Main Experiment

We evaluate the responses for much larger number of challenges than 2,048. First, additional 215

C j ’s (1 ≤ j ≤ 215) are obtained by using the LFSR on the Spartan-3E FPGA. Next, we generate

Ĉ j ’s whose enforced bits are changed to the enforced values according to Table 4.2. This means

that influential NOR gates are definitely included in the rings of our BR-PUF, and the other NOR

gates are selected randomly. Figure 4.6 shows the ratio of responses equal to 1 forĈ j ’s. The

line graph represents the average result of six patterns of influential NOR gates as shown in Table

4.2. The upper and lower bounds for error-bars mean the maximum and minimum results of the

six patterns, respectively. From Fig. 4.6, we see that the responses are biased to one when our

BR-PUF includes influential NOR gates. The probability of responses being one is 71.4% and

54.5% when the number of influential NOR gates is set to 5 and 1, respectively. The reason why

the degree of the bias is smaller than in Table 4.2 is more likely that responses are affected by

other influential NOR gates not shown in Table 4.2. In conclusion, an attacker who knows some

CRPs could reveal the properties (i.e., influential NOR gates) of her target BR-PUF like Table 4.2.

After that, she/he has a high possibility to predict unknown CRPs. To minimize the impact of the

influential NOR gates, special layout and implementation custom-designed for each BR-PUF are

required, however, these increase the manufacturing costs dramatically.

4.4 Conclusion

In this chapter, we organized the evaluation methods for PUFs: differential PUF analysis and

linear PUF analysis. Based on these methods, we evaluated the probability of a prediction of

the responsesRj for challengeC j (1 ≤ j ≤ 2,048). We experimentally obtainedRj andC j

from four BR-PUF instances, each of which consists of 64 BR-Ss, composed of two NOR gates,

implemented on Xilinx Spartan-6 FPGAs.

According to differential analysis for BR-PUFs, we demonstrated that approximately 88.0%

and 66.5% of responses become 1 for challenges with Hamming distance of 1 and 16, respectively.
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These results are much larger than about 50% in secure Strong PUFs. Hence an attacker has a

high possibility to predict the responses for challenges with small Hamming distances from her

known CRPs.

According to linear PUF analysis, we demonstrated that BR-PUFs have someinfluential NOR

gates, which cause a strong bias of responses. The probability of responses being one is 71.4%

and 54.5% when the number of influential NOR gates is 5 and 1, respectively. An attacker has a

high possibility to predict unknown CRPs by specifying the location of influential NOR gates.

Our experimental results are the first time that BR-PUFs present undesirable PUF behavior due

to the response prediction. Independently of our evaluation, Schuster et al. also evaluated their

BR-PUFs implemented on Xilinx Spartan-6 FPGAs, and they found a strongly linear influence

in their BR-PUF implementations [60]. According to us and Schuster et al., BR-PUFs are not

suitable as a candidate of secure Strong PUFs. Arbiter PUFs also have the vulnerability to the

theoretical attack, as mentioned in Sect. 2.4.1. Therefore, currently there seems no secure instance
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of Strong PUFs which have tolerance to theoretical attacks. However, many other kinds of PUFs

are still candidates of secure Strong PUFs, including a twisted BR-PUF proposed by Schuster et

al. as an alternative implementation of a BR-PUF [60], or a double Arbiter PUF proposed by

Machida et al. as an alternative implementation of an Arbiter PUF [38] [39]. These candidates

should be evaluated not only by their proposers, but also by third-party researchers. Further,

PUFs should be evaluated on various platforms such as FPGAs and ASICs. In order to construct

Approach (A) securely, we should continue to pursue a secure instance of Strong PUFs in future

work.

As shown in Fig. 2.2, Approach (A) is a basic protocol for chip authentication based on Strong

PUFs. In order to realize secure chip authentication, many researchers have proposed other ad-

vanced protocols, which combine PUFs with cryptographic primitives such as secure NVMs, true

random number generators and hash functions. Delvaux et al. evaluate the security of these ad-

vanced protocols, and conclude that all of them have numerous security and practicality issues

due to the lack of cryptographic properties of Strong PUFs [17]. In conclusion, a secure Strong

PUF (a truly Strong PUF with great cryptographic properties, as mentioned in [17]) is required

both for Approach (A) and for its advanced protocols.
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Table 4.2 Influential NOR gates and their impact on a bias of responses.

m Influential NOR gate(s) # of responses (= 1) /

Enforced bit (i-th LSB) : # of responses for challenges

Enforced value (0/1) with left-column’s NORs

1 53:0 701/ 1046 (67.0%)

25:0 716/ 1044 (68.6%)

19:0 700/ 1041 (67.2%)

18:1 678/ 1008 (67.3%)

06:1 682/ 1011 (67.5%)

01:0 709/ 1037 (68.4%)

2 53:0, 25:0 411/ 539 (76.3%)

52:1, 01:0 384/ 505 (76.0%)

37:0, 06:1 384/ 502 (76.5%)

25:0, 18:1 400/ 514 (77.8%)

15:0, 09:0 402/ 528 (76.1%)

09:0, 06:1 384/ 504 (76.2%)

3 58:1, 13:0, 06:1 205/ 236 (86.9%)

54:1, 25:0, 18:1 204/ 239 (85.4%)

53:0, 17:0, 11:0 215/ 252 (85.3%)

43:0, 37:0, 06:1 219/ 257 (85.2%)

25:0, 20:1, 19:0 234/ 275 (85.1%)

25:0, 18:1, 01:0 231/ 271 (85.2%)

4 63:0, 59:0, 37:0, 06:1 124/ 132 (93.9%)

58:1, 52:1, 13:0, 06:1 112/ 120 (93.3%)

54:1, 25:0, 18:1, 01:0 114/ 121 (94.2%)

53:0, 28:1, 11:0, 00:1 122/ 131 (93.1%)

43:0, 40:1, 32:1, 01:0 123/ 132 (93.2%)

27:0, 25:0, 18:1, 06:1 123/ 132 (93.2%)

5 53:0, 51:0, 45:0, 18:1, 07:0 79 / 79 (100%)

58:1, 41:0, 32:1, 19:0, 06:1 76 / 76 (100%)

59:0, 43:0, 32:1, 13:0, 01:0 61 / 61 (100%)

63:0, 59:0, 45:0, 18:1, 17:0 61 / 61 (100%)

52:1, 51:0, 35:1, 20:1, 01:0 45 / 45 (100%)

48:1, 32:1, 26:1, 10:1, 02:1 41 / 41 (100%)
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Chapter 5

Variety Enhancement of PUF

Responses and Its Evaluation on

ASICs

Publication Data

Dai Yamamoto, Kazuo Sakiyama, Mitsugu Iwamoto, Kazuo Ohta, Masahiko Takenaka, Kouichi

Itoh, and Naoya Torii, A new method for enhancing variety and maintaining reliability of PUF re-

sponses and its evaluation on ASICs,Journal of Cryptographic Engineering(Accepted), Springer,

2014.

5.1 Motivation

In order to realize secure PUF-based chip authentication based on Approach (B), as shown in

Fig. 2.3, the variety of PUF responses should be sufficiently high, as mentioned in Sect. 2.3. We

explained an efficient method of utilizing random latches to increase this variety of responses in

Chap. 3. However, this method does not make the maximum use of the entropy extracted from

random latches in LPUFs. Further, we evaluated the proposed method just on FPGA chips and
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not on ASIC chips, which are often used in IoT devices. An evaluation on ASIC chips is very

important because PUF performances are strongly affected by chip properties, which are quite

different between FPGA and ASIC chips.

Our contributions in this chapter consist of three parts.

(1) We propose an extension method of enhancing the variety of responses over the basic

method in Chap. 3, while maintaining their reliability. Our extension method utilizes the pro-

portion of ‘1’s in the random numbers outputted from each random latch. This extension method

enables us to distinguish each random latch, while the basic method regards all random latches as

the same. Consequently, our extension method extracts more entropy from random latches than

the basic method, and enhances the variety of responses. However, it is not desirable to use the

value of the proportion of ‘1’s without any consideration. This is because this information is easily

affected by environmental conditions such as temperature and voltage, which causes the problem

of reducing the reliability of responses. To avoid this problem, our extension method categorizes

the random latches not according to the value but the range of the proportion of ‘1’s. The propor-

tion of ‘1’s falls within a particular range of values even when temperature and supplied voltage

fluctuate. As a result, the number of random latches in each category is expected to be relatively

reliable, so can be used to enhance the variety of responses while maintaining reliability. Here,

the most important parameter is the number of the categoriesK, because a largeK is expected to

improve the variety but to worsen the reliability.

(2) We fabricate 73 LPUFs, each of which has 256 RS latches, as 73 ASIC chips on Fujitsu

0.18-µm CMOS technology. We evaluate the effectiveness of the extension method and determine

the appropriate value ofK. According to our experiments using the 73 chips, the varieties of

responses are 2220, 2314 and 2379 whenK = 2,3,16, respectively. The extension method (K = 16)

and the basic method (K = 3) generate 1.72 and 1.42 times a larger variety of responses than the

conventional method of simply eliminating random latches (i.e.,K = 2), respectively.

(3) We evaluate the reliability of responses against both temperature and voltage fluctuations.

We confirm that all LPUFs in the 73 chips satisfy the security requirements of PUFs even when

K = 16 and both temperature and voltage change to−20 ◦C ∼ 60 ◦C and 1.80± 0.15 V, re-

spectively. The maximum error rate of responses is approximately 0.096, which is less than the
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0.15 assumed in [11] for reliable responses based on ECCs with a reasonable size of redundant

data. Our extension method dramatically enhances the variety of responses while maintaining

reliability, which is very practical and useful.

The structure of this chapter is as follows. In Sect. 5.2, we propose an extension method of

enhancing the variety of responses over the basic method in Chap. 3. In Sect. 5.3, we evaluate the

effectiveness of our extension method using our fabricated ASIC chips, and also evaluate security

requirements of PUFs such as reliability with respect to changing environmental temperature and

power supply voltage. Finally, we conclude this chapter in Sect. 5.4.

5.2 Proposed Extension Method

The conventional LPUF in Fig. 3.1 generates responses based on the output values themselves

(‘0’s or ‘1’s). We introduced the basic method in Chap. 3, which extracts and utilizes the entropy

of locations of random latches, rather than eliminating them. This entropy is equal to log2(NCT),

where LPUF withN RS latches hasT random latches.

In this chapter, we propose a novel extension method which extracts more entropy from random

latches in order to increase the variety of responses. Concretely, our extension method uses the

information of the proportion of ‘1’s (‘0’s) in the random numbers outputted from each RS latch.

The reason why we focus on the proportion of ‘1’s is that this information is different for each RS

latch, so is expected to include high entropy. LPUFs using this extension method are expected to

generate a larger variety of responses than the LPUFs using the basic method. However, the value

of the proportion of ‘1’s is likely to be affected by environmental conditions such as temperature

and voltage. Hence we propose a simple and efficient mechanism to keep the responses as reliable

as possible and enhance the variety of responses. This mechanism consists of two processes: a

dividing process and alabeling process. We will look at an example of both processes, after a

general explanation of them.

First, thedividingprocess must determine an important factorK: the number of output patterns

resulting from RS latches. The basic method distinguishes just three (i.e.,K = 3) types of output

patterns from the RS latches (‘0’s, ‘1’s and random numbers). In contrast, the LPUFs using the
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extension method distinguishK(> 3) types of RS latches (T0 ∼ TK−1). Consequently, LATCHi is

defined as belonging to typeTk(0 ≤ k ≤ K − 1) as follows:

TK−1 if Xi = 1,

TK−2 if K−3
K−2 < Xi < 1,

Tk(2 ≤ k ≤ K − 3) if k−1
K−2 < Xi ≤ k

K−2 ,

T1 if 0 < Xi ≤ 1
K−2 ,

T0 if Xi = 0,

whereXi is the percentage of ‘1’s within a certain amount of random numbers. ParameterK is

very significant for the dividing process because it has a great impact on the variety and reliability

of responses. A larger value ofK increases the variety of responses, but is anticipated to make

reliability worse. This is because the smaller range ofXi (i.e., the larger value ofK) we define, the

more RS latches are distinguished into different types before/after temperature or voltage changes.

This leads to large error bits of responses. Therefore a large size of redundant data is necessary

for ECC. Further, a larger value ofK causes a larger bit length of responses, which increases the

area size of peripheral circuits (e.g., flip-flops for storing responses). Hence we should determine

the appropriate value ofK through experiments using LPUF implementations.

Next, thelabeling process determines unique valuesLk for each type ofTk, where 0≤ k ≤

K − 1. In the basic method corresponding toK = 3, the unique values were just simply labeled

as 00/11/10 according to the RS latches outputting ‘0’s, ‘1’s and random numbers, respectively.

When the extension method is used (i.e.,K > 3), the unique valuesLk can be labeled in various

ways. Figure 5.1 shows a method of labeling the unique value ofLk for eachTk(0 ≤ k ≤ K − 1)

in variousK settings (3≤ K ≤ 16). We will verify if this labeling process is suitable for LPUFs

based on the extension method. This labeling is principally based on thebinary represents, where

the unique value corresponding toTk is simply labeled ask(0 ≤ k ≤ K − 1). The reason why we

use binary represents is that this simplicity results in almost no additional increase in the design

cost to decide the labeling way. The naive binary represents are, however, not suitable for the

labeling of unique values because PUF performances such as uniqueness and uniformity are not

close to ideal (≈ 0.50). If we use the naive binary represents, the Hamming weight of a unique

value forTK−1 is not ⌈log2 K⌉ except when⌈log2 K⌉ = log2 K (i.e., K = 4,8,16). WhenK = 6,
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Figure. 5.1 Labeling method for unique valueLk corresponding to typeTk.

for example, the unique valuesL0 andLK−1(= L5) for T0 andTK−1(= T5) are ‘0b000’ (k = 0) and

‘0b101’ (k = 5), respectively. As the number of these two types of RS latches (i.e., fixed latches)

is almost the same in all implemented RS latches, the proportion of ‘1’s in the response bitsRES

(i.e., uniformity) is approximately 0.33 (≈ 2/6), which is smaller than ideal 0.5. Hence the unique

value forTK−1 should be 2⌈log2 K⌉−1 (e.g., ‘0b111’ whenK = 6). The method of labeling described

in Fig. 5.1 satisfies the above-mentioned conditions by simply eliminating the middle range of

binary represents.

The reason why we regard the labeling process as important is that, if the labeling method is

not appropriate, the entropy derived from PUFs becomes lower or the reliability of PUF responses
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becomes worse, which increases ECC costs. Further, there are various methods of labeling, and

the Gray code seems to be an effective labeling method. The Gray code realizes high tolerance to

noise, i.e., high reliability of PUF responses. However, the uniqueness becomes lower due to the

same reason as the naive binary represents, as mentioned before. This is why we use the labeling

method as shown in Fig. 5.1.

We explain the dividing and labeling processes for the specific example of whenK = 6 in Fig.

5.2, as follows. If LATCH0, LATCH1, LATCH2 and LATCHN−2 include 175, 1,024, 686 and

850 ‘1’s in a data stream of 1,024 bits,X0, X1, X2 andXN−2 are approximately 0.17, 1, 0.67 and

0.83, respectively. LATCHN−1 has no ‘1’s in the data stream, soXN−1 is 0. The extension method

for K = 6 classifies RS latches into six types according to the range ofXi : (T0) Xi = 0, (T1)

0 < Xi ≤ 0.25, (T2) 0.25< Xi ≤ 0.50, (T3) 0.50< Xi ≤ 0.75, (T4) 0.75< Xi < 1 and (T5) Xi = 1,

respectively. According to the labeling method in Fig. 5.1 forK = 6, L0, L1, L2, L3, L4 andL5 are

‘0b000’, ‘0b001’, ‘0b010’, ‘0b101’, ‘0b110’ and ‘0b111’, respectively.Ri , the unique value for

LATCH i (0 ≤ i ≤ N − 1), is shown in Fig. 5.2. Finally, our LPUF generates a 3N-bit response.

Next we discuss the way of implementing the extension method, consisting of the dividing and

labeling processes. The extension method has to be implemented on a co-processor alone if our

proposed LPUF is to be implemented as a pure-ASIC design. This dedicated circuit on ASICs,

however, causes additional overhead in the circuit area for the PUF implementation. Note that em-

bedded systems consist not only of a co-processor with a PUF circuit, but also a microprocessor,

ROM, RAM, etc. We therefore assume that a software approach enables us to realize both pro-

cesses. Output data from RS latches are stored in the RAM and processed by the microprocessor.

This approach does not need additional hardware resources, but needs a slight increase in ROM

code size. However, this software approach might lead to serious security threat such as response

eavesdropping on the microprocessor or the RAM. Even the hardware approach, implementing

the extension method on the co-processor, might face the same threat, assuming dynamic attacks

described in Chap. I. Concrete ways of implementing the extension method and their security

evaluation are very important and need to be discussed in detail, and this is included in future

work.
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Figure. 5.2 Example of the proposed LPUF with the dividing and labeling processes (K = 6).

5.3 Performance Evaluation on ASICs

In this section, we setup our experimental system, and implement LPUFs with multiple RS latches

into ASIC chips. Then, we discuss the appropriate value ofK through experimental results using

the ASIC chips. We also evaluate the security requirements of PUFs such as the variety and

reliability of responses by actually generating responses according to the extension method.

5.3.1 Experimental Environment

We setup the experimental evaluation system, as shown in Fig. 5.3. This system consists of two

boards: a custom-made expansion board with six sockets for fabricated chips, and a Spartan-3E

starter kit board [26] with a Xilinx Spartan-3E FPGA (XC3S500E-4FG320C). The expansion

board can evaluate six fabricated chips at the same measurement time. A Complex Programmable
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Logic Device (CPLD) was implemented on the expansion board, allowing us to select one target

chip out of the six chips. The core voltage of the chips can be changed by 0.01V using an external

stabilized power supply. The starter kit board possesses peripheral circuits for data acquisition

processes such as a Digital Clock Manager (DCM), a block RAM, an RS232C module and a

SD write module. A 50-MHz clock signal generated by an oscillator on the Spartan-3E board was

applied to the DCM primitive yielding a 2.5-MHz clock signal that was applied to the ASIC chips.

The two boards were connected with user Input/Output (I/O) interfaces by a connector cable. The

clock signal was provided separately through a SMA cable and port from the Spartan-3E board

to the expansion board in order to prevent signal degradation. A micro SD adapter and card were

also connected to the Spartan-3E board to store output data from the chips.

The data acquisition process is as follows. When the RS232C module receives a start command

from a user PC, the module sends a start signal to the control (CTRL) module. The CTRL module

sends a signalS ELskt to a 6-1 multiplexor (MUX) in order to select one socket. It also sends a

signalS ELlat to a 256-1 MUX in the chips to select a target RS latch. First,S ELskt andS ELlat

are set to one and zero, respectively. This means that LATCH0 in the chip on socket 1 is selected

for measurement. The CTRL module measures twenty-one 1,024-bit (=21,504-bit) output streams

from LATCH0 in our evaluation.S ELlat is incremented by 1 from 0 to 255 in order to obtain output

streams from all 256 RS latches. After obtaining all data from the chip,S ELskt is incremented

by 1 from 2 to 6. During this process we evaluate 73 LPUFs implemented on 73 ASIC chips.

The output stream data is stored in the block RAM through an FF, sent to the SD write module,

and written into the micro SD card. The PC can obtain the data via the micro SD card. In our

evaluation, software on the PC provides the dividing and labeling processes rather than this being

done on the chips. We consider that the technique for the processes does not influence PUF

performance because this performance depends just on the output of the RS latches itself.

5.3.2 ASIC Implementation

We fabricated LPUFs on 73 ASIC chips using the Fujitsu 0.18-µm CMOS process (CS86 tech-

nology [37]) in order to evaluate LPUFs with the proposed extension method. An RS latch was

custom-designed as a hard-macro in the process of designing an IC mask layout. The purpose of
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Figure. 5.3 Experimental evaluation system.
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this design is to equalize wire lengths between the cross-coupled NAND gates shown in Fig. 2.8.

This enables the RS latch to enter a metastable state more readily and improve the probability of

the RS latch outputting random numbers. We implemented an LPUF with 256 RS latches on a

chip by an automatic placement of the 256 instances of the hard-macro. RS latches in our chips

do not include FFs in front of the two NAND gates [22] [78] in order to reduce circuit area size.

The 73 chips were embedded in DIP-28 non-sealed packages. Note that in fact we fabricated 80

ASIC chips, of which 73 chips work correctly. The other seven chips have problems concerning

the bonding wires, which are disconnected or short-circuited as a result of the non-sealed pack-

ages for other studies (e.g., side channel analysis). The rated supply voltage range of the chips is

1.80± 0.15V.

5.3.3 Evaluation of Extension Method

This section evaluates the appropriate value ofK according to two metrics: the response error rate

(related to reliability) and the variety of responses.

Figure 5.4 shows the response error rate in eachK at each operating conditionc as shown in the

upper part of Fig. 5.4. The response error rate is defined as follows with the notation summarized

in Table 5.1. We extract a reference response (RESK
i ) from thei-th ASIC chip (1≤ i ≤ w, w = 73

in this chapter) in normal operating conditions (room temperature of 27◦C and a standard supply

voltage of 1.80V) when settingK(3 ≤ K ≤ 16). Similarly, the response (RES′K,ci ) is extracted at

an operating conditionc. Then,msamples (m= 20 in this chapter) ofRES′K,ci are collected. Here,

RES′K,ci,t is thet-th (1 ≤ t ≤ m) sample ofRES′K,ci . The average of error bits for the parameterK

and the operating conditionc (AEBK,c) is defined as follows:

AEBK,c =
1

w ·m

w∑
i=1

m∑
t=1

HDK,c
i,t , (5.1)

where HDK,c
i,t = HD{RESK

i ,RES′K,ci,t }, and HD{x, y} is the Hamming distance between variablex

andy. Our next interest is the response error rate (RERK,c), which is defined as follows:

RERK,c = AEBK,c/RESK
bit, (5.2)

whereRESK
bit is the number of response bits obtained from 256 RS latches forK, this being
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Table 5.1 Notation summary for this chapter.

Notation Definition

RES A response generated from an LPUF

i Chip number (1≤ i ≤ 73)

K Number of output patterns from RS latches

(determined in the extension method)

RESK
i A response fromi-th chip forK

c Operating condition

RES′K,ci RESK
i generated underc

t Number of measurement

(1 ≤ t ≤ m, m= 20 in this work)

RES′K,ci,t t-th measurement ofRES′K,ci

AEB Average of error bits defined in Eq. (5.1)

AEBK,c AEBfor K underc

RESK
bit Number of bits inRESfor K

(= ⌈log2 K⌉ · 256)

RERK,c Response error rate (= AEBK,c/RESK
bit)

calculated from⌈log2 K⌉ · 256.

Basically, from Fig. 5.4, a larger value ofK gives a slightly larger response error rate (i.e., a

lower reliability). An unexpected positive result is that the response error rate does not increase

dramatically as the value ofK increases. This is because the parameterK only has an impact

on random latches (T1 ∼ TK−2) and not on fixed latches (T0 andTK−1). The average number of

random latches is just 36 of the total implemented 256 latches in an our fabricated chip. It is

desirable thatRERK,c be less than 0.15 assumed in [11] for a reasonable size of redundant data

in ECC.RERK,c is less than 0.15 for all values ofK from 3 to 16 according to Fig. 5.4, which

is the reason why the value of 16 is appropriate forK in our LPUF in terms of the reliability

of responses. However, some LPUFs implemented on different types of CMOS process might

include many random latches. In that case, excessively large values ofK should not be used since

RERK,c is anticipated to increase, which leads to large costs for ECC.
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Figure. 5.4 Response error rateRERK,c for K andc. The decrease betweenK = 4 and 5 is

due to the value ofRESK
bit increasing from 512 to 768. The decrease betweenK = 8 and 9 is

for the same reason.

Figure 5.5 shows the entropy of responses with respect toK = 3, . . . , 16, which contains three

graphs: (1) the ideal upper bound on Shannon entropy of responses, (2) the experimental Shannon

entropy and (3) the entropy based on the mutual information of responses. These graphs are

experimentally calculated based on responses derived from the 73 fabricated LPUFs.

First, we explain how the graphs (1) and (2) are constructed. Let the ratios of the RS latches

numbered as LATCHi and classified as types (T0 ∼ TK−1) be Pi(T0), . . ., Pi(TK−1), respectively.

Assuming that each RS latch is independent, the Shannon entropy derived from LATCH0 to

LATCH255 are given as

n−1∑
i=0

Ei , (5.3)
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Figure. 5.5 Estimations of entropy of responses: (1) the ideal upper bound on Shannon en-

tropy of responses, (2) the experimental Shannon entropy, (3) the entropy based on the mutual

information of responses.

wheren = 256 andEi , the Shannon entropy derived from LATCHi , is defined as

Ei = −
K−1∑
j=0

Pi(T j) log2 Pi(T j).

The graphs (1) and (2) are given by Eq. (5.3). The graph (1) assumes that the number and

ratio of random latches are 36 and 0.14 (≈ 36/256) strictly on every chip, respectively. This

value of 36 comes from the average number of random latches in our LPUFs on ASIC chips.

This ideal upper bound is also based on the following two requirements: (a) the numbers of

random latches belonging to all types (T1 ∼ TK−2) are equally 36/(K − 2), soPi(T1) = . . . =

Pi(TK−2) = {36/(K − 2)}/256, (b) the numbers of fixed latches belonging toT0 and TK−1 are

equally (256− 36)/2 = 110, soPi(T0) = Pi(TK−1) = 110/256.

Next, we explain the graphs (3) as follows. The graph (2) assumes that the responses are

completely reliable; they are identical in both enrollment and reconstruction phase. Actually,

however, the responses have some error bits (i.e., noise) due to environmental fluctuations, there-
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fore some bits have to be sacrificed as redundancy bits for error correction. In order to estimate

the entropy bits that actually survive the noise, we calculateI (X; Y): the mutual information be-

tween responses obtained in enrollment (27◦C/1.80V, normal condition),X, and in reconstruction

(−20◦C/1.65V, worst condition, described later in Fig. 5.6),Y. This estimation is based on the

method introduced in [25], the core idea of which is presented in [46].

From Fig. 5.5,K increases with the difference between the experimental results and the upper

bound. This means that a larger value ofK cannot necessarily result in a much larger variety of

responses. For example, the experimental Shannon entropy and the entropy based on the mutual

information increase approximately 62 and 45 bits fromK = 3 to 8, in contrast, it increases only

16 and 20 bits fromK = 8 to 16, respectively. This is because the aforementioned requirement

(a) is not satisfied, that is, there are a lot of random latches outputting random numbers whose

proportion of ‘1’s is very low or high, such asT1 or TK−2. Our LPUFs can generate responses

with maximum variety by settingK = 16 since the response error bit is relatively small with a

larger value ofK.

The entropy of responses based on the mutual information is estimated to be 220 bits when

LPUFs using 256 RS latches generate responses eliminating 36 random latches. The LPUFs based

on the basic method, i.e., the extension method forK = 3, generate responses with approximately

314 bits of entropy, which is about 1.42 times as large as 220 bits. Further, the LPUFs using the

extension method forK = 16 generate responses with approximately 379 bits of entropy, which

is about 1.72 times as large as 220 bits and about 1.21 times as large as 314 bits. Our extension

method therefore dramatically increases the Shannon entropy of responses, i.e., the variety of

responses. Note that appropriate values ofK depend on the methods of implementing RS latches

and the process technologies of ASIC chips. Hence the values ofK should be carefully decided

in consideration of the tradeoff between reliability and variety of responses.

5.3.4 Evaluation of PUF Requirements

This section evaluates our LPUFs in terms of the security requirements explained in Sect. 2.3, i.e.,

reliability, uniqueness, uniformity and bit-aliasing atK = 3,8, and 16. The LPUF based on the

extension method gives the results for reliability and the other three metrics shown in Figs. 5.6
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and 5.7, respectively. Our LPUF with 256 RS latches generates a⌈log2 K⌉ · 256-bit response.

The reliability of responses is evaluated under the condition that the supply voltage and environ-

mental temperature are changed within the rated voltage range of the ASIC chips (1.65V, 1.80V,

1.95V) and the allowed temperature range of the thermostatic chamber (−20◦C, 27◦C, 60◦C). Dif-

ferent from Fig. 5.4, this reliability evaluation focuses not on the average but on the histogram

of response error rates whenK = 3,8, and 16. In this evaluation, one response (i.e.,RESK
i ) is

generated as a reference at normal operating conditions (27◦C and 1.80V), and the remaining 20

responses (i.e.,RES′K,ci,t ) are generated for analysis at each conditionc at K = 3,8, and 16 from

i-th ASIC chip. Figures 5.6 shows histograms of normalized Hamming distances (NHD) between

the reference response and each repeated one (i.e., 20× 73(chips)= 1,460 elements). For chipi

and samplet, each data element of the reliability histogram is calculated as follows:

NHDK,c
i,t =

HD{RESK
i ,RES′K,ci,t }

⌈log2 K⌉ · 256
.

Our LPUFs are the most susceptible to conditions under the low temperature of−20◦C and the

low supply voltage of 1.65V. Even under this condition andK = 16, the average and maximum

of NHD (i.e., error rate) are approximately 0.064 and 0.096, respectively. These error rates are

much less than the 0.15 assumed in [11] for reliable responses based on a fuzzy extractor [19]

with a reasonable size of redundant data. Hence our result shows that the LPUFs implemented on

ASIC chips with our extension method yields highly reliable responses even under environmental

fluctuations.

The uniqueness evaluation generates a total of 73 responses using all 73 ASIC chips (one re-

sponse per chip). Figures 5.7 (I-a), (I-b) and (I-c) show histograms of NHD between every combi-

nation of two responses, i.e.,73C2 = 2,628 combinations atK = 3, 8,16, respectively. The NHDs

between the responses of two arbitrary LPUFs atK = 3, 8 and 16 are approximately 0.489, 0.497

and 0.497, respectively. The ideal NHD atK = 8,16 is 0.5, so our LPUF gives responses with a

high level of uniqueness. In contrast, the ideal NHD atK = 3 is around 0.444 because ‘10’ is not

used for a unique value (see Fig. 5.1). This is why the NHD atK = 3 is a little smaller than the

others. The NHD is, however, a little larger than the ideal 0.444 because the average number of

random latches is only 36 in our LPUFs, which is smaller than 85 (≈ 256/3). Consequently, most
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(I) Reliability at K = 3.
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(II) Reliability at K = 8.
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(III) Reliability at K = 16.

Figure. 5.6 Reliability at various conditions.

of the 2-bit unique values are ‘00’ or ‘11’, so the NHD approaches 0.5.

The uniformity evaluation also generates 73 responses using all 73 ASIC chips, i.e., 73 data

elements. Figures 5.7 (II-a), (II-b) and (II-c) show the uniformity: how uniform the proportion of

‘0’s and ‘1’s is in the response bits of an LPUF atK = 3,8, and 16, respectively. For our LPUFs

on ASIC chips, the averages of uniformity atK = 3, 8 and 16 are approximately 0.486, 0.485

and 0.484, respectively. Since the ideal uniformity is 0.5 for truly random PUF responses [43],
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Figure. 5.7 PUF performances under normal conditions (27◦C/1.80V).

our LPUFs almost satisfy the requirement for uniformity. However, we can see two isolated data

elements around 0.34 and 0.67 in three uniformity figures. This is because two particular chips

have more one-typed fixed latches (T0 or TK−1) than the other-typed ones (TK−1 or T0).

The bit-aliasing evaluation measures the difference in the proportion of ‘0’s and ‘1’s in the 73

Ri ’s extracted respectively from the 73 LPUFs corresponding to LATCHi(0 ≤ i ≤ 255), i.e., 256

data elements. Figures 5.7 (III-a), (III-b) and (III-c) show histograms of the proportion of ‘1’s at

K = 3,8, and 16, respectively. The averages of bit-aliasing atK = 3, 8 and 16 are approximately

0.486, 0.485 and 0.484, respectively. The ideal bit-aliasing is also 0.5 because, if the bit-aliasing
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is close to 0 or 1, it means that different ASIC chips may generate nearly identical PUF responses

[43]. Hence our LPUFs satisfy the requirement for bit-aliasing.

If a user wants to generate a secret key from PUF responses, he needs to implement a fuzzy

extractor [19], the functionality of which consists of ECCs for error correction of PUF responses,

and hash functions for entropy compression of PUF responses. In [19], Bösch et al. implemented

fuzzy extractors on FPGAs, which include the repetition code, Golay or Reed-Muller code as

ECCs, and include a Toeplitz-based Hash [32] as a hash function. In [41], Maes et al. proposed

a compact implementation of a fuzzy extractor on an FPGA, which is equipped with BCH code

and SPONGENT-128 [9], as an ECC and a hash function, respectively.

If the uniqueness, uniformity and bit-aliasing of the responses are not close to 0.5 (i.e., close to

0 or 1), this indicates that the responses are biased, so the variety of responses is small, i.e., the

entropy of responses is low. This bias may become a clue for an attacker to predict the responses

and even the output of the fuzzy extractor (i.e., a secret key) through the theoretical attack, as

mentioned in Chap. 1. This is why we evaluate these metrics of PUF responses in addition to the

variety of responses.

Cost

Table 5.2 indicates the processing time and the gate count of an LPUF fabricated on a chip.

The processing time is estimated around 105 ms, this being the total time taken to extract

a 1,024-bit output stream from each RS latch. One way of improving the processing time is

to reduce the bitstream length, which was 1,024 bits in our experiment. However, too short a

length may result inmisdividing, an inaccuracy ofXi corresponding to LATCHi . For example,

RS latches outputting a large number of ‘0’s and very few ‘1’s (i.e.,T1) might be detected not as

random latches, but as fixed latches (i.e.,T0). This misdividing leads to a decrease in reliability of

responses, so our LPUFs make a tradeoff between reliability and processing time.

The gate count is obtained by synthesizing the LPUF on the Fujitsu 0.18-µm CMOS process

[37] with the Design Compiler 2003.03. Note that one gate is equivalent to a 2-input/1-output

(2-to-1) 1-bit NAND gate. The total gate count of the LPUF, as described in Fig. 5.3, is about

1.2 Kgates. This cost is necessary for extracting constant 379 bits of entropy. We consider,

therefore, that our LPUF is sufficiently small to be implemented in embedded systems. Note
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Table 5.2 Processing time and gate count of our LPUF.

Processing time 105 ms (1,024 cycles @ 2.5 MHz)

Total gate count 1164.3 gates

256 RS latches 512.0 gates

256-to-1 MUX 647.3 gates

1-bit FF 5.0 gates

that our extension method requires additional costs for multiple enrollment and reconstruction

measurements. Here, we do not consider these costs since the concrete way of implementing the

extension method must be careful, as mentioned before.

5.4 Conclusion

In this chapter, we proposed a method of enhancing the variety and maintaining the reliability of

responses from LPUFs. We focused on the information of the proportion of ‘1’s in the output

stream from each random latch. Thedividing process classifies implemented RS latches intoK

types according to the proportion of ‘1’s in the output stream. Thelabeling process defines the

unique values generated byK-type RS latches. According to our experiment with 73 fabricated

ASIC chips, LPUFs with 256 RS latches can generate responses with 379-bit entropy based on

the proposed method forK = 16, considering their errors caused by environmental fluctuations.

This is about 1.72 times as large as the 220-bit entropy achieved by a conventional method of

eliminating random latches, and is approximately 1.21 times as large as 314-bit entropy achieved

by our basic method described in Chap. 3, corresponding to the proposed method forK = 3.

Even in the worst case condition (−20◦C/1.65V), the error rate of responses is 0.096. This means

that our LPUFs have high robustness (reliability) against both temperature and voltage variation.

Our LPUFs also satisfy the security requirements of PUFs such as uniqueness, uniformity and

bit-aliasing.

The studies, described in Part IV, contribute to the construction of secure PUF-based chip

authentication in Approach (B), as shown in Fig. 2.3. This is since our proposed method of
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enhancing the variety of responses makes it difficult for attackers to predict a secret key, i.e.,

skPUF through the theoretical attack. Consequently, the attacker cannot predict the output of a

cryptographic function, i.e.,R′ for an unknown challenge.

Future work should include a discussion of the concrete ways of implementing the proposed

method and their security evaluation. Of course, it is reasonable that the proposed method is real-

ized by a CPU-based approach in terms of its implementation cost, as mentioned before. However,

suppose that some IoT devices, e.g., sensors, are required to have limited resources (e.g., not in-

cluding a CPU) due to cost reduction. In this situation, we need to implement the proposed method

as a compact pure-ASIC design with low power consumption, rather than a CPU-based approach.

Therefore, not only CPU-based but also pure-ASIC approaches to implement the proposed method

should be discussed in future work.
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Part V

New Application of PUF-based

Techniques





Chapter 6

Hardware Obfuscation using

PUF-based Techniques

Publication Data

Dai Yamamoto, Masahiko Takenaka, Kazuo Sakiyama, and Naoya Torii, A Technique using PUFs

for Protecting Circuit Layout Designs against Reverse Engineering, InInternational Workshop on

Security (IWSEC 2014), volume 8639 ofLecture Notes in Computer Science (LNCS), pages 158–

173, Springer, 2014.

6.1 Motivation

Circuits on an IC chip are roughly classified into two types: circuit for chip authentication and

circuit for other general purposes, as shown in Fig. 6.1.

In the aforementioned chapters, we focus on the circuit for chip authentication, namely, PUF-

based chip authentication. A PUF circuit cannot be counterfeited by reverse engineering since it

is impossible for an attacker to reveal PUF responses even when obtaining mask pattern images of

PUFs. Furthermore, we consider that the attacker extracts the gate-level netlist of the PUF from

its mask pattern, and implements the PUF on her own IC chip. Even in this case, the responses

of her PUF are completely different from those of the original PUF due to the different physical
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Circuit for Authentication:

� PUF-based Chip
Authentication Circuit

• Approach (A)
• Approach (B)

Circuit for General Purposes:

� Audio-Video-Processing Circuit
� Communication Circuit
� I/O Interface Circuit
� Arithmetic Computing Circuit
� Cryptographic Circuit

Integrated Circuit (IC) Chip

Reverse Engineering

Possible
×

○
Impossible

Figure. 6.1 Structure of an IC chip, which consists of circuit for authentication and circuit for

other general purposes.

characteristics between her and original PUFs. Therefore, we can easily distinguish original PUFs

from counterfeit ones according to PUF-based chip authentication protocols, as shown in Figs. 2.2

and 2.3. PUFs are assumed to be effective authentication devices for anti-counterfeiting ICs.

On the other hand, main features of ICs are provided by circuits for general purposes such as

audio-video-processing circuit, communication circuit, I/O interface circuit, arithmetic computing

circuit and even cryptographic circuit for message encryption. These general circuits are based

on a lot of trade secrets (i.e., IP) of their manufactures. For example, the trade secrets consist of

circuit design itself, various setting parameters and original algorithms, etc. These general circuits

are directly implemented on IC chips, hence are basically easily accessible for an attacker through

microscopy-based reverse engineering techniques. The revealed trade secrets enable an attacker

to improve her own IC designs or illegally sell themselves.

In addition to such reverse engineering, social engineering is also one of the most serious ap-

proaches to reveal circuit design. In the past, most of semiconductor companies are integrated

device manufacturers, which are both designing circuit and manufacturing IC chips by them-

selves. For this reason, there is a low risk of the IP leakage. Recently, semiconductor industry

is, however, specialized in design and manufacturing. A fabless company only designs circuit
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diagrams, and asks a foundry company to manufacture IC chips. Under this specialization, the

fabless company needs to provide foundry companies with its own IP: design information for the

circuit. There is a serious problem for the fabless company that the IP is likely to be intentionally

or accidentally leaked from the foundries to the third parties. This is because the foundries are not

necessarily trusted companies for the fabless in terms of protection of confidential information.

Furthermore, business competition between companies has recently become fierce. This reduces

the number of foundries which possess the most up-to-date manufacturing facilities and CMOS

processing technology. Such a few surviving foundries are frequently asked to manufacture IC

chips, receiving a lot of kinds of IP from fabless companies in the world. In this situation, we

cannot deny the possibility that the IP is leaked or illegally used for other purposes through the

fabless companies.

The concept of split fabrication is a popular solution for this social engineering [28] [72] [73].

Under the split fabrication, a fabless company separates a circuit diagram into two parts: logic

gates themselves, and wires between the gates. Each part is manufactured in a different foundry:

untrusted foundries or trusted foundries for a fabless company. The part of logic gates is man-

ufactured by an external untrusted foundry because the gate manufacturing needs relatively new

CMOS processing technology. In contrast, a trusted foundry manufactures the part of wires by

using relatively common technology. The external foundry is provided with the design informa-

tion only about logic gates. This split fabrication, therefore, prevents the external foundry from

identifying the functionality of the whole circuit.

Our contribution of this chapter is as follows. In this chapter, we first introduce the concept of

a new application of PUF-based techniques; an IP protection technique against both reverse engi-

neering and social engineering. We consider that PUFs should be used not only for authentication

circuits but for protecting circuit design. No discussion on the use of PUFs for protecting general

circuits has been reported yet, as far as we know.

First, to prevent the reverse engineering, we propose a method of designing circuit structure

by using memory-based PUFs. Each memory cell of PUFs can be regarded as a secure memory

storing 1-bit response, the value of which cannot be distinguished from its mask pattern image.

Therefore, the memory cells of memory-based PUFs can be used to conceal the functionality
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of a logic gate. Concretely, various logic gates (e.g., NAND, XOR) are designed based on the

combinations of the memory cells. These logic gates are identical, hence, are not possible to be

reverse-engineered using microscopes. An attacker cannot identify the functionality of the whole

circuit using these logic gates. In that sense, our proposed method is a technique for hardware

protection or hardware obfuscation.

Hot Carrier Injection-Sense Amplifier (HCI-SA) PUF is one of the most promising candidates

to realize this proposed method. HCI-SA cell outputs 1-bit response like other memory cell, while

has the following advantages:

Error-free Response: Reliability of responses is 100%.

Controllable Response: The value of response (0 or 1) is fully controllable by manufactures.

Note that the second advantage is based on our original idea. We define “Physically Unclonable

Circuit (PUC)” as a PUF-like component (but not a PUF), responses of which are controlled by

their manufactures, unlike PUFs. In contrast, responses of PUCs cannot be identified by its layout

information, similar to PUFs.

Next, to prevent the social engineering, we combine PUCs with the split fabrication. A fabless

company provides some foundries with all information for circuit designs except the responses

of PUCs. IC chips with a lot of PUCs are manufactured in the foundries, while responses of

PUCs are not determined yet. Then, trusted foundries or fabless company itself determine the

responses of PUCs by using small-scale equipment for writing. For this reason, these foundries

cannot identify the functionality of the whole circuit.

The structure of this chapter is as follows. In Sect. 6.2, we provide an outline of sense-amplifier-

based PUFs. In Sect. 6.3, we propose hardware obfuscation methods of protecting circuit design

using PUCs. We apply the proposed methods to the S-box circuit of a block cipher as a case study

in Sect. 6.4. We discuss promising applications of PUCs and related work in Sect. 6.5. Finally,

we conclude this chapter in Sect. 6.6.
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6.2 Sense-amplifier-based PUFs

6.2.1 Sense Amplifier PUF

Sense Amplifier (SA) is a circuit that amplifies the voltage difference between two signals [6].

The SA is mainly used to sense and refresh one bit of data stored in a memory cell. Figure 6.2

shows the circuit structure of an SA cell, which is regarded as the circuit comparing two signals:

(IN1,IN2). When the voltage level of IN1 is higher than that of IN2, the output signals (OUT1,

OUT2) are (1, 0), and vice versa. Each SA cell has the unique value of the offset voltage: positive

or negative polarity (i.e., bias). This uniqueness is provided by process variation in the SA cell

occurring in the manufacturing process of each IC chip.

The SA PUF, composed of SA cells, utilizes the difference of each biased offset voltage. When

the voltage level of IN1 is very close to that of IN2, the output signal OUT1 (i.e., response) is

strongly affected by the biased offset voltage. Consequently, the responses can be extracted from

this unique bias. The SA PUF is similar to latch-based PUF in that each SA cell outputs 1-bit

response like an RS latch. SA cells with a large bias can generate highly reliable responses. Some

SA cells have, however, an extremely small bias, which leads to the low reliability of responses.

This is a serious problem for SA PUFs as with other PUFs.

6.2.2 Hot-Carrier-Injection SA PUF

HCI-SA PUF was proposed to solve this problem of the low reliability [6]. The bias of the offset

voltage in the SA cell can be increased by increasing the difference of threshold voltages VT H’s

between devices N1 and N2. As a result, this increased bias realizes completely reliable responses.

In order to increase the difference of VT H’s, the VT H’s are forcibly shifted by the HCI aging

stress. The response OUT1 become 1 absolutely when VT H of N1 is much larger (approximately

> 40mV) than that of N2 [6]. This increase in VT H is achieved in one-time HCI stress duration of

125 seconds [6]. This HCI stress is to apply the relatively-low voltage of 3V pulses to a SA PUF

through a peripheral circuit. Therefore, this HCI stress needs only a voltage applying apparatus,
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VDD
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Figure. 6.2 Sense amplifier circuit (StrongARM) [6].

which can be used in a small-scale facility. The construction of HCI-SA PUFs is composed of the

following two steps.

Step 1: Measuring and memorizing the offset polarity

Step 2: Increasing the difference of VT H by the HCI stress

In Step1, the value of response (OUT1) in an SA cell is measured and stored into a 1-bit external

memory cell. This step enables us to check which polarity of the offset voltage (i.e., positive or

negative) the SA cell has. In Step2 using HCI stress, the offset after HCI stress becomes the same

sign as the offset before HCI stress and a higher magnitude. This HCI stress realizes completely

reliable responses of HCI-SA PUFs.
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6.3 Proposed Methods

In this section, we discuss HCI-SA PUCs, responses of which are controllable by their manufac-

tures. Next, we propose new methods of making a structure of any logic gate using the HCI-SA

PUCs, which prevent the extraction of gate-level netlist from mask pattern images.

6.3.1 Physically Unclonable Circuit

The main purpose of HCI-SA PUFs is to improve the reliability of responses in SA PUFs. There-

fore, thenaive response (i.e., offset polarity before HCI stress) is measured and memorized in

Step1, as explained in Sect. 6.2.2. We consider that manufactures of HCI-SA PUFs can skip

Step1 and can freely determine the polarity sign of the offset voltage after HCI stress, regardless

of that before HCI stress (i.e., naive polarity sign). This means that the manufactures are capable

of setting the value of responses after HCI stress as they want. We predict that the amount of HCI

stress becomes larger (more than 125 seconds [6]) because the polarity sign set by manufacturers

is sometimes opposite to the naive polarity sign. If the amount of HCI stress is not sufficient, there

is a high possibility that the responses do not achieve prefect reliability. We believe that control-

ling responses is feasible for manufactures. The proof of concept, however, should be performed

based on real IC chips, which includes in future work.

We assume that the polarity signs to HCI-SA PUFs are provided from outside of IC chips. This

is because, if an on-chip instrument is implemented to store the polarity signs, the logic function

consisting HCI-SA cells can be reverse-engineered readily. The developers of HCI-SA PUFs have

proposed a serial and externally controlled reinforcement of the polarity signs in order to reduce

the size of HCI-SA cells [6]. This is why we consider that our assumption is reasonable.

Here, we define Physically Unclonable Circuit (PUC) as a PUF-like component, response of

which is controlled by its manufactures. The reason why we distinguish PUCs from PUFs is that

responses of PUFs are determined only by physical characteristics of ICs (i.e., uncontrollable),

while that of PUCs are controllable. We, therefore, consider that HCI-SA PUCs should not be

categorized into PUFs. Responses of HCI-SA PUCs have the following three characteristics:
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Error-free Response: Having perfect reliability.

Controllable Response: Being fully controllable by manufactures.

Tolerance to Reverse Engineering: Not being identified using their mask pattern images.

Note that the third characteristic is realized if HCI-SA PUCs satisfy the following two require-

ments: (1) one-time programmability and (2) undetectability of hot carriers.

(1) We assume that HCI-SA PUCs have one-time programmability under static attacks. How-

ever, if dynamic attacks are performed, attackers may possibly overwrite the HCI effect and may

obtain the information about responses of HCI-SA cells. In order to prevent this reprogramming,

we assume that the HCI writing interfaces should be unavailable once manufacturing IC chips

are complete, or a mechanism to detect the reprograming (e.g., hardware duplication against fault

injection attacks) should be implemented. We consider that the feasibility of the one-time pro-

grammability should be experimentally clarified in future work.

(2) An existence of hot carriers in HCI-SA cells directly corresponds to secret information:

responses of HCI-SA PUCs. Therefore, the hot carriers must be undetectable for the security of

HCI-SA PUCs. In principle, the hot carriers are measurable through microscopy-based reverse

engineering since these hot carriers physically exist in HCI-SA cells. In fact, we can observe the

charge existence in a floating gate of a memory cell of EEPROM or Flash EEPROM, as mentioned

in Chap. 1 However, we believe that it is practically difficult to detect the hot carriers. This reason

is that, the number of the hot carriers in HCI-SA cells is expected to be much smaller than that

of the electric charge in non-volatile memory cells. Therefore, once an attacker performs reverse

engineering such as de-packaging and de-layering of IC chips, the hot carriers will flow out and

change from original state. At the moment, this undetectability is based on an assumption rather

than a fact. We consider that the undetectability of hot carriers should be experimentally clarified

in future work.

6.3.2 Proposed Method (1)

We design theN-input logic gates in general circuits (e.g., AND, OR, XOR, NAND, NOR, XNOR

gates) based on the HCI-SA PUCs. For example, we replace various 2-input conventional logic
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gates with the proposed gates using HCI-SA PUCs, as shown in Fig. 6.3. LetA andB be input

signals to a logic gate, andX be an output signal from the gate. The outputX of each proposed

gate is obtained as the output from a 4-to-1 multiplexor, inputs of which are 4-bit responses from

HCI-SA PUCs. In the manufacturing process of IC chips, each value of the response is controlled

by the HCI stress according to a truth table for a logic gate. SignalsA and B correspond to

selection inputs for a multiplexor. It is impossible for an attacker to identify the value ofX in a

proposed gate from its mask pattern images. This is since each mask pattern of the proposed gate

with HCI-SA PUCs is completely identical.

Gate Size of an HCI-SA PUC (HCI-SA Cell)

The gate size of each proposed gate, as shown in Fig. 6.3, is estimated to be 25 gates, where one

gate is equivalent to a 2-input NAND gate. The proposed gate consists of a 1-bit 4-to-1 multiplexor

(= 5 gates according to [4]) and four HCI-SA cells (each cell is 5 gates). The gate size of an HCI-

SA cell is estimated as follows. An HCI-SA cell is equivalent to 10 times of SRAM cell area,

according to developers of HCI-SA PUFs [6]. The gate size of a 1-bit SRAM cell is a half of the

2-input NAND gate (i.e., 0.5 gates) according to our logic synthesis on a 0.18-µm ASIC process

[37]. The gate size of the HCI-SA cell is, therefore, estimated to be 5 gates. Note that the HCI-SA

cell does not include the memory cell for storing the offset polarity in Step1, as mentioned in Sect.

6.2.2, because the Step1 is not necessary for manufacturing our proposed gates.

Appropriate Number of Proposed Gates in General Circuits

IC manufactures should replace as many conventional logic gates with proposed gates as possible,

in order to implement general circuits with high tolerance to reverse engineering. Note that the

more proposed gates in a general circuit are, the larger the gate size of the circuit is. Therefore, the

manufactures should take into account the trade-off between the tolerance to reverse engineering

and the gate size.

An attacker has six candidates of a proposed gate, i.e., AND, OR, XOR, NAND, NOR, XNOR.

If a general circuit includesM proposed gates, the total pattern of proposed gates is 6M(≈ 22.58·M).

According to the RC5-72 challenge [18], the problem requiring 272 operations has not been solved

by brute force until now. Therefore, at least 28 (obtained by solving 22.58·M > 272) proposed gates
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A
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HCI-SA PUC (= 0)

X

(I) AND

A B X
0 0 0
0 1 1
1 0 1
1 1 1

A
B

X

HCI-SA PUC (= 1)

HCI-SA PUC (= 1)

HCI-SA PUC (= 1)

HCI-SA PUC (= 0)

{A, B}

X

(II) OR

A B X
0 0 0
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1 0 1
1 1 0

A
B

X

HCI-SA PUC (= 0)

HCI-SA PUC (= 1)

HCI-SA PUC (= 1)

HCI-SA PUC (= 0)

{A, B}

X

(III) XOR

A B X
0 0 1
0 1 1
1 0 1
1 1 0

A
B

X

HCI-SA PUC (= 0)

HCI-SA PUC (= 1)

HCI-SA PUC (= 1)

HCI-SA PUC (= 1)

{A, B}

X

(IV) NAND

A B X
0 0 1
0 1 0
1 0 0
1 1 0

A
B

X

HCI-SA PUC (= 0)

HCI-SA PUC (= 0)

HCI-SA PUC (= 0)

HCI-SA PUC (= 1)

{A, B}

X

(V) NOR

A B X
0 0 1
0 1 0
1 0 0
1 1 1

A
B

X

HCI-SA PUC (= 1)

HCI-SA PUC (= 0)

HCI-SA PUC (= 0)

HCI-SA PUC (= 1)

{A, B}

X

(VI) XNOR

Figure. 6.3 Proposed method (1): proposed logic gate using HCI-SA PUCs. Any logic gate

can be replaced with the proposed gates for the tolerance to reverse engineering.
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should be applied to the general circuit for preventing brute force guessing. In practice, more than

28 proposed gates are desirable to be implemented because a lot of information may be learned

from the overall circuit structure. In that sense, the number of 28 proposed gates can be considered

to a minimum requirement.

Appropriate Replacement with Proposed Gates

It is important for IC manufactures to choose the appropriate gates to which our proposed method

is applied. This is because, if some logic gates are randomly replaced with the proposed gates,

many of them are isolated, therefore an attacker can easily identify the functionality of proposed

gates. Rajendran et al. have introduced the methods of selecting the appropriate gates in order to

maximize the cost of reverse engineering [56]. The introduced methods can realize that:

• the functionality of the proposed gates can only be resolved by brute force and

• the extracted gate-level netlist produces outputs which are different from those of the gen-

uine netlist, 50% output bits differ for every input pattern.

In [56], camouflaged gateswere assumed to be used as the countermeasure against the reverse

engineering of ICs, instead of our proposed gates based on HCI-SA PUCs. These camouflaged

gates are similar to our proposed gates, in that the mask pattern images are identical regardless of

the functionality of gates. However, strictly speaking, the camouflaged gates are not completely

identical, especially at side view of them. In contrast, our proposed gates are identical even at side

view. The technique to choose the camouflaged gates, introduced in [56], is also applied to our

proposed gates.

New Threat: Reduction of Gate Candidates Considering Circuit Redundancy

We discuss the new threat which has not been considered in [56]. In general, the structure of

general circuits is optimized to reduce its redundancy by using logic synthesis tools. By excluding

the candidates which cause the circuit redundancy, an attacker might be able easily to identify the

functionality of proposed gates. This is explained by a very simple circuit as shown in Fig. 6.4.

P1 is implemented by the proposed gate based on HCI-SA PUCs, so the functionality of P1 is

unclear for an attacker. The attacker can, however, guess that P1 is not an XOR gate. This is
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A

B

X?

P1

Figure. 6.4 P1 is implemented by the proposed gate. An attacker cannot identify its function-

ality using its mask pattern images.

because, if P1 is an XOR gate, the functionality of this circuit is equivalent to an XNOR gate. It

is not natural that the functionality of the XNOR gate is implemented using XOR and NOT gates

since these are redundant. Consequently, by taking into consideration the circuit redundancy, an

attacker can reduce the number of candidates of P1 from six to four (AND, OR, NAND, NOR).

The above-mentioned example is based on a very simple circuit, while general circuits consisting

of many logic gates are also exposed to the same threat. This enables an attacker to resolve the

functionality of the proposed gates more efficiently than a brute-force approach.

To prevent the aforementioned threat, we propose the idea that designers make a part of a

general circuit redundant before replacing with proposed gates. For example in Fig, 6.4, some

XOR (XNOR) gates are implemented using XNOR (NOR) and NOT gates. After making these

gates redundant, these XOR and XNOR gates are implemented by the proposed gates based on

HCI-SA PUCs. This idea maintains the number of candidates of P1 at six, which forces an attacker

to use a brute-force approach.

6.3.3 Proposed Method (2)

The proposed method (1) can increase the tolerance to reverse engineering of any logic gate, while

the gate size of the proposed gate becomes larger than that of a standard logic gate. To suppress

the increase of the gate size, a simple wire is made redundant and implemented by HCI-SA PUCs

in the proposed method (2).

We focus on theN-input logic gates whose part of input values are constant bits. For example,

we design two types of 2-input XOR gates by using HCI-SA PUCs, as shown in Fig. 6.5. One
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1

in out

0

(= Simple wire)

in out

in out

HCI-SA PUC (= 1)

HCI-SA PUC (= 0)

Identical on their 
mask pattern images

Figure. 6.5 Proposed method (2) for 2-input XOR gates.

in out

in out

HCI-SA PUC (= 1)

HCI-SA PUC (= 0)

in out

(NOT gate)

in out

(= No NOT gate
= Simple wire)

Identical on their 
mask pattern images

Figure. 6.6 Proposed method (2) for NOT gate and wire.

type of XOR gate has an input 1, and the other type has an input 0 (equivalent to simple wire).

The input values 1(0) are generated from HCI-SA PUCs which outputs 1(0), respectively. Note

that the latter type of XOR gates can be inserted as many as manufactures want because there are

wires all over the circuit. This increases the tolerance to reverse engineering of general circuits

dramatically because an attacker has to distinguish all of the HCI-SA PUCs outputting 0 or 1.

NOT gates and simple wires are also implemented by HCI-SA PUCs, as shown in Fig. 6.6.

The proposed gates in Figs. 6.5 and 6.6, consist of an HCI-SA cell and an XOR gate. The gate

size of the XOR gate is 2.5 gates [4], so the gate size of the proposed gate is 7.5 gates.

In conclusion, high tolerance to reverse engineering of general circuits can be realized by com-

bining the proposed method (1), as applied to any logic gate, with the proposed method (2), as

applied to any wire with a small gate size.
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6.3.4 Combination of HCI-SA PUCs with Split Fabrication

IC chips with HCI-SA PUCs are very suitable for the concept of split fabrication to prevent the

social engineering. A fabless company provides some foundries with all information for circuit

designs including HCI-SA PUCs, except the responses of PUCs. These external foundries can

manufacture IC chips according to the circuit designs, while responses of PUCs are not determined

at this time. Then, trusted foundries or fabless company itself perform the reinforcement process

to provide HCI-SA PUCs with HCI stress. This HCI stress is performed by using relatively small-

scale equipment. This split fabrication prevents these external foundries from identifying the

functionality of the whole circuit masked by HCI-SA PUCs.

6.4 Case Study - Applying Proposed Methods to KASUMI

This section presents a case study of applying the proposed methods to an S-box circuit of KA-

SUMI block cipher [67]. Note that the S-box circuit of KASUMI, properly speaking, does not

need to be protected from reverse engineering because the specification of KASUMI block cipher

is public information. In this case study, we assume that the S-box circuit of KASUMI block

cipher is manufacture’s IP and explain how to use the proposed methods.

Let the 7-bit variablex andy be the input and output of the KASUMI 7-bit S-boxS7, respec-

tively. Figure 6.7(I) shows the structure of circuit for making the 2nd output bit (y[2]) of the S7.

The proposed methods are applied to five spots labeled by (a), (b), (c), (d) and (e) in Fig. 6.7(I).

Figure 6.7(II) shows the structure of circuitS7 after applying the proposed methods. In spot (a), an

AND gate is configured by the proposed method (1) shown in Fig. 6.3. In spot (b), 1-bit constant

value applied to an OR gate is generated by an HCI-SA PUC, this being the proposed method (2)

shown in Fig. 6.5. In spots (c) and (d), each NOT gate is replaced with an XOR gate whose one

of input value (=1) is generated by an HCI-SA PUC. In spot (e), the simple wire is implemented

by an XOR gate whose one of input value (=0) is generated by an HCI-SA PUC.

The circuit, as shown in Fig. 6.7(II), is 50 gates larger than the circuit, as shown in Fig. 6.7(I).

Here, we use the equivalencies 1 AND/OR = 1.5 NAND gate and 1 NOT= 0.5 NAND gate,
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Figure. 6.7 Circuit structure for making the 2nd output bit (y[2]) of the KASUMI 7-bit S-boxS7.
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introduced in [4]. The tolerant to reverse engineering can be increased if the proposed methods

are applied to more spots in the S-box circuit. The gate size of a proposed gate is estimated to be

25 gates, and at least 28 proposed gates are needed to prevent brute force guessing, as mentioned in

Sect. 6.3.2. The increase of the gate size is, therefore, estimated to be around 700 (= 25 gates·28)

gates. To our knowledge, the smallest KASUMI circuit to date is 2,990 gates [77]. Therefore, the

KASUMI circuit including these proposed gates is expected to be small enough for IoT devices.

Meanings of Applying the Proposed Methods to S-box Circuit

We discuss the meaning of applying the proposed methods to the circuit of the S-box, the speci-

fication of which is modified from its original. In general, we should use popular cryptographic

algorithm (e.g., AES, KASUMI), the specification of which is open to the public because the se-

curity of the algorithm should always be evaluated by many specialists. However, there are many

other variations of S-Box specification in addition to original one [3]. In some situations，the

specification of an S-box is modified in order for the reduction of area size or power consumption

of the S-box circuit, keeping its cryptographic security [55]. This modified algorithm is very im-

portant as manufacture’s IP, therefore the reverse engineering of the S-box circuit is a big threat to

its designer. Our proposed methods are very useful for protecting the modified S-box circuit. The

modified S-box circuit is used not only in the general circuit for message encryption, but even in

the authentication circuit based on cryptographic algorithms. Furthermore, even if IC manufac-

tures use a public cryptographic algorithm in their ICs, but do not want anyone except themselves

to know about the algorithm, they can use our proposed methods.

6.5 Discussion

Promising Applications of PUCs

The proposed gates are also utilized to protect the intellectual property of FPGAs: circuit infor-

mation of FPGAs, called abitstream. This bitstream is stored in an external non-volatile memory

(e.g., EEPROM) and is downloaded into an FPGA when power is on since FPGA is a volatile
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memory. Here, this bitstream is usually protected by being encrypted with a secret key. This se-

cret key can be stored in another non-volatile memory, or even be produced from PUF responses

[21]. The secret key, however, could be revealed through side-channel attacks [49]. In order

to avoid the threat of side-channel attacks, we consider that the bitstream can be configured by

the proposed gates instead of being encrypted and stored in the external non-volatile memory.

It is reasonable to apply the proposed gates to a part of circuit which is especially valuable and

changeless.

HCI-SA PUCs can be used even for PUFs: circuits for authentication. Specifically,skPUF, as

shown in Fig. 2.3, can be generated from HCI-SA PUCs. This is because there is almost no

difference of responses between HCI-SA PUCs and other types of memory-based PUFs (e.g.,

latch-based PUF and original HCI-SA PUFs) in terms of the tolerance to reverse engineering

since the both responses are not identified even when their mask pattern is revealed. Responses

of factory-manufactured HCI-SA PUCs have high entropy if they are determined based on cryp-

tographic random number generators. In this case, these HCI-SA PUCs have extremely high

uniqueness, one of the most important requirements of PUFs. Some readers might consider that

non-volatile memory such as Mask ROM or EEPROM can be substituted for HCI-SA PUCs in

terms of storing and outputting the constant value. The non-volatile memory, however, does not

satisfy the third condition (as mentioned in Sect. 6.3.1): tolerance to reverse engineering, the most

important characteristic for PUFs. The HCI-SA PUCs can be regarded as secure memory whose

stored value cannot be identified by its mask pattern.

PUCs will not be necessarily implemented by HCI-SA PUCs in the future. In [5], the relia-

bility of SRAM PUFs can be improved by the accelerated aging of the SRAM cells (e.g., high

temperature of supply voltage). All memory-based PUFs have a possibility to be used as PUCs.

Related Work

Just shortly after our proposal, Wendt et al. proposed a hardware obfuscation technique using Ar-

biter PUFs [75]. Generally, it is difficult to construct any arbitrary logic circuit using PUFs since

the responses of PUFs are uncontrollable, differently from PUCs. Therefore, Wendt et al. utilize

reconfigurable logic (e.g., FPGAs) to correct the difference of PUF responses between manufac-
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tured IC chips. Hardware obfuscation is achieved by replacing a logic circuit with PUFs and

the reconfigurable logic. This technique, unfortunately, needs additional costs; the reconfigurable

logic must be programmed differently for every chip due to unique PUF responses. In contrast,

we believe that our PUC-based techniques do not require chip-dependent processes.

6.6 Conclusion

In this chapter, we utilized HCI-SA PUFs, properly speaking, HCI-SA PUCs in order to make the

circuit designs secret. The output from each HCI-SA PUC (HCI-SA cell) is controllable by its

manufacturer, therefore we defined PUCs and PUFs separately. We designed the proposed gates

whose functionalities are equivalent to those of any logic gate (e.g., NAND, XOR) by using HCI-

SA PUCs. The proposed gates were completely identical and impossible to be distinguished by

using its mask pattern images. It is important which logic gates are replaced with the proposed

gates. If the selected gates are not optimized, an attacker can get a hint of the circuit redundancy.

As a result, this enables an attacker to resolve the functionality of them more efficiently than a

brute-force approach. We, therefore, proposed another method for implementing a simple wire by

HCI-SA PUCs and realizing high tolerant to reverse engineering with a small increase of gates.

We showed a case study of applying the proposed methods to an S-box circuit of KASUMI block

cipher, assuming that the circuit is manufacture’s IP.
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Part VI

Conclusion





Chapter 7

Concluding Remarks and Future

Research Direction

Conclusion

IoT devices can be authenticated through PUF-based authentication protocols: Approach (A)

using Strong PUFs, or Approach (B) using Weak PUFs. PUFs have an advantage over NVMs

such as Mask ROM，EEPROM and flash memory, in that PUFs have the tolerance to physical

attacks, i.e., microscopy-based reverse engineering. The goal of this thesis was to construct PUF-

based authentication securely against theoretical attacks. Specifically, we aim to make it difficult

for attackers to accurately predict responses, which are transferred between verifier and prover.

In Part III, we discussed the security evaluation of Approach (A). Concretely, we focused on

BR-PUFs as a candidate of secure Strong PUFs, and experimentally evaluated the resistance of

BR-PUFs against response prediction. We performed this evaluation according to two methods:

differential PUF analysis and linear PUF analysis, which were based on well-known cryptanal-

ysis methods. Our evaluation results first showed that BR-PUFs on FPGAs had security issues

of response predictions. Through differential PUF analysis, the same responses were frequently

generated for two challenges with small Hamming distance. Through linear PUF analysis, partic-

ular bits of challenges in BR-PUFs had a great impact on the responses. As a result, BR-PUFs
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are not suitable as a candidate of secure Strong PUFs for Approach (A). In conclusion of Part III,

in order to construct Approach (A) securely, we should continue to pursue a secure instance of

Strong PUFs in future work.

In Part IV, we discussed the security improvement of Approach (B). In order to achieve Ap-

proach (B) securely, a secret keyskPUF – generated from a PUF response – should have a large

variety. Hence we proposed a novel method of enhancing the variety of PUF responses while

maintaining their reliability. We utilized the information entropy of random latches, i.e., the pro-

portion of ‘1’s in the random numbers outputted from each random latch. According to our exper-

iment of LPUFs with 256 RS latches, 379 bits of entropy can be extracted by using the proposed

method, which is approximately 1.72 times as large as 220 bits of entropy extracted by the con-

ventional method. In conclusion, our proposed method contributes for the security improvement

of Approach (B).

In Part V, we first introduced the concept of a new application of PUF-based technologies: an

IP protection technique against both reverse engineering and social engineering. Mask pattern

images of general-purpose circuits are very important IP for their manufacturers. We proposed a

method of concealing the functionality of a circuit by using multiple HCI-SA PUCs, responses of

which are controllable. This contributes to the security enhancements of not only PUFs but also

all kinds of circuits, which improves the whole security of IoT devices.

Future Work

Future research direction should include developing PUFs with resistance against dynamic inva-

sive attacks. In fact, a certain kind of PUF such as Coating PUF produces its responses based

on the randomness in the local capacitance of the protective coating on IC chips [71]. The dy-

namic invasive attacks (e.g., FIB or microprobing) change this capacitance, so it is difficult for

the attacker to read the original response. Other types of PUFs are also expected to have the same

resistance against such attacks, which should be experimentally evaluated in a future study. Our

preliminary results have been published in [68].
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